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-1March 17, 1985

Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Mr. Secretary:

Attached are the State of Minnesota's comments on the proposed
revisions to 10 CFR 60, as published in the Federal Register on
January 17, 1985.

Sincerely,

Tom Ralitowski, Chairman
Governor's Task Force on High-Level

Radioactive Waste
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STATE OF MINNESOTA

COMMENTS ON TEE PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO 10 C.F.R. PART 60

The State of Minnesota has reviewed the proposed amendments to 10 *
C.F.R. Part 60, Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste in Geoliogic
Repositories.' Minnesota wishes to comment on aspects of the
proposed amendments relating to the participation of states and
affected Indian tribes in site characterizationanalysis and
licensing reviews.

1. Minnesota strongly disagrees with the proposed rules regarding
the contents of the site characterization plan.. Because the
guidelines lack any provisions requiring DOE to.set.forth its
method for selection of sites for characterization or describe
*its-decision process, we believe that the NRC should request that
such.information be provided in the site characterization-plan.

Requiring such information by the NRC does not-conflict with the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act (NWPA) or duplicate information already
provided by DOE. The Waste Policy Act specifies that DOE will
prepare an environmental assessment for each site nominated for
characterization. The content of these environmental assessments
is specified and includes the type of site selection information
previously required by 10 CPR 60 in the site characterization
report. Eowever, the site selection information pertains only to
the selection of the fiv nominated sites, and-not to the .
selection of the three candidate sitesi it is not duplicative of
information previously required.

There is no provision of the NWPA that precludes the NRC from
considering site selection information; instead, Section
13(b)(1)(A)(v) of NWPA authorizes the NRC to request *Any other
information required' for its review of a general plan for site
characterization. Because the site selection information for the
three candidates sites is not available elsewhere_..and because.
the NEC does have the authority to request such information, we
believe it should be included in the site characterization plan.

We are troubled by the reluctance of DOE to provide the method
and decision process used in the selection of the three candidate
sites and the reluctance of the NRC staff to review and comment
on such information. While we would like to believe that the
selection would be based on technical considerations and the
desire to produce three viable alternatives, this reluctance
leads us to the conclusion that other considerations will enter
into the decision. This should not be a concern of the states
alone, but also should be shared by the NRC and the staff. The
willingness to look at the quality of the data available but not
its application, compartmentalizes review activities to an
unreasonable and unnecessary extent. Taking this 'blind*
position is also inconsistent with the NRC's past efforts to
develop a participatory role in the process as early as possible.



- It is difficult to understand why the NRC finds it inappropriate
to comment on site selection information, particularly if sites
are selected that will raise potential licensing issues. There
is no way to avoid the politically sensitive aspects of site
selection; they are present at each stage of the process. Rather
than be a party to procedures that promote an aura of secrecy,
the Commission, in the interest of ensuring that sites selected
for characterization are the best among the five nominated,-
should be pursuing a course more characteristic of an independent
regulator than a DOE facilitator. --

We wish we could share the NRC's confidence that these DOE
decisions will lead to a licensible site; however, the general
nature of the guidelines and DOE's position on past issues, such
as the preliminary determination of suitability, have not been
-reassuring. We hope the NRC will retain the methodology and
decision process in the contents required for the site
characterization plan, thereby providing other parties, if not
the NRC, with the opportunity to review and comment on those
issues.

2. Minnesota favors the current language in 10 CFR 60.11 that
provides for public comment on a draft site characterization
analysis prepared by NRC staff. The NRC assumes that ongoing
consultation and contact between the NRC, DOE and the states and
affected parties eliminates the need for any formal public
interaction with the NRC. The NRC, however, should not assume
that the states or other interested parties will have the
resources to participate in a manner similar to that of NRC and
DOE. This was apparent when similar assumptions were made about
the DOE/NRC staff concurrence meetings. Even if states and
interested parties are to participate at that level, they lack
some of the technical expertise needed to carefully and fully
follow and understand the progress of this program in all its
complexity.

The states and affected parties would find it extremely helpful
to have a document, prepared by technical experts, that analyzes
and identifies key issues associated with various aspects of the
site characterization program. Many of the states and parties
involved would depend on the NRC to provide this analysis before
they submitted their comments to DOE. This is a critical point
in the repository siting program and every effort should be made
by NRC staff to enhance, rather than restrict, public comment and
participation.

The desire to maintain an ongoing DOE/NRC interagency process is
commendable and should be encouraged; however, it should not be
considered a substitute for formal public review of the site
characterization analysis. If scheduling mandates are to be
emphasized, then we suggest that this interaction be depended on

* to reduce the amount of time needed by staff to prepare the
analysis and compensate for the time required for public review
of that analysis.
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3. The proposed amendments, if adopted, would change 10 CPR Part
66.63(a) to read as follows:

State and local governments and affected Indian tribes may
participate in license reviews as provided in Subpart G of
Part 2 of this chapter. (Emphasis added.) _

This proposed rule is nothing more than a reminder to states,
local governments, and affected Indian tribes of the existence of
10 CYR Part 2, which governs procedure in NRC adjudications and
which do n=± provide a state, local government or affected -
Indian-tribes an absolute right to participation in NRC licensing
proceedings even though the licensing proceeding will have a
direct impact on the state, local government or affected Indian
tribe.

Minnesota believes that the proposed rule amendment should-be
changed to provide an absolute right of participation in NRC
hearings on licensing a high-level radioactive waste repository
to those state, local and tribal governments which are affected
by the proposed repository. The decision being made in such a
proceeding will profoundly affect those entities. The
possibility that these entities could be excluded from
participation should be remedied.

Minnesota's position on this matter is prompted not only by the
importance on the repository licensing matter, but also by the
recent efforts of the NRC staff to Preformn the NRC's rules of
practice so that states, local governments, and affected Indian
tribes could be prevented from effectively participating in NEC
licensing hearings of any kind. The staff's suggestions for
nimproving* the licensing process were published on April 12,
1984 (49 Fed. Reg. 14698). In a letter dated May 25, 1984,
Minnesota strongly objected to those suggestions. A copy of that
letter is attached. Minnesota continues to believe that those
suggestions would adversely affect all future intervenors and
would reduce the public's confidence in the NRC as a licensing
body.

Minnesota urges the NRC to change the proposed language of 10 CFR
Section 60.63(a) to read as follows:

Upon request, the government of any state, county,
municipality or Indian tribe affected by the location of the
proposed repository shall be granted party status in any
hearing conducted by the Commission on the license
application held pursuant to Subpart G of Part 2 of this
chapter.

4. The existing 10 CPR Section 60.63 sets forth criteria for
approval of state proposals to facilitate state participation.
The proposed amendments would renumber Section 60.63(b)(2) to be
Section 60.63(d)(2) and amend it to read as follows:

- 3 -



The proposed activities (i) will enhance communciations
between NRC and the state or affected Indian tribes, (ii)
will make a productive and timely contribution to the
review, and (iii) are authorized by law. (Emphasis added.)

The addition of the word 'timely' in describing the type of
contribution of a state or Indian tribe that would be looked upon
favorably by the NRC could be used to further limit the
participatuion of a state or Indian tribe in the review of a site
characterization plan and/or a license application. While
Minnesota recognizes the need to conduct the proposed activities
in a-manner that does not unduly delay license reviews, we also
recognize that the states do not always have the expertise and
personnel immediately available to address complex issues that
will be considered by the NRC.

Based on our experience to date with the repository program, as
well as our expectations regarding the pressures exerted on
decision makers as the program progresses, we are concerned that
the word 'timely* will become the focal point of this
qualification, despite the benefits that might accompany state
participation. The key word is Oproductivel and, if a state can
make a productive contribution to the review, the NRC should be
willing to accommodate reasonable needs of states in providing
that contribution.

- 4 -
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* Secretary
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington D.C. 20555

Re: Request for public comments on suggestions for procedural
changes in nuclear power plant licensing process, 40 Fed.
Reg. 14698 (April 12, 1984)

Dear Sir:

On April 12, 1984, the Commission published a request for
public comments on suggestions for procedural changes.in the
nuclear power plant licensing process. (49 Fed. Reg. 14698.)

The State of Minnesota, by its Attorney General and its
Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, (hereinafter aMinnesota") has
reviewed the suggestions published in the Federal Register and
wishes to comment on five aspects of the suggestions, as
discussed below.

1. Creation of a Screening Atomic Safety and Licensinc
Board. It has been suggested that 10 C.F.R. Section 2;721 be
revised to authorize the establishment of one or- more Screening
Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards. The screening boards would
rule on requests for hearing, petitions for leave to intervene,
and admissibility of contentions in all initial licensing
proceedings.

Minnesota supports the adoption of this suggestion. The
creation of screening boards should result in more consistency
and predictability with respect to the rulings made by the
Boards. Under the present system, an individual Atomic Safety
and Licensing Board is appointed each time a request for hearing
is received, and that individual Beard makes its own
determinations on requests for heazing, petitions for leave to
intervene, and the admissibility of contentions. Because each
Board is not necessarily aware of what Ls being done by other
Boards or what other Boards have done in the past, there is
potential for conflicting rulings on similar requests, petitions,
and contentions. Minnesota believes that improving consistency
and predictability as to these rulings by creating screening
boards would benefit all parties.

-7 rAN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
.2.r -. 9
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2. Apolying Judicial Standards of Standing. It has been
suggested that 10 C.F.R. Section 2.714 be amended so that no
person would be able to initiate a hearing on a nuclear power
plant or intervene in a hearing on a nuclear power plant unless
that person can meet judicial standards of standing.
Specifically, 10 C.F.R. Section 2.714(f) is proposed to be
amended as follows:

(f) Ruling on request for hearing or petition to
intervene. The Commission or the presiding officer
designated to rule on the intervention petition or
request for hearing shall, in ruling on the request or
petition shall (sic] consider the following factors,
among other things:

(1) The nature of the requestor's or petitioner's
right under the Act to be made a party to the
proceeding.

-(2) The nature and extent of the requestor's or
petitioner's property, financial, or other interest in
the proceeding.

(3) The possible effect of any order which may be
entered in the proceeding on the requestor's or
petitioner'szinte-rest. No request for hearing or
petition to intervene may be granted unless the
Commission or the oresiding officer designated to rule-
on the request or oetition determines that the recuestor
-or the oetitioner meets judicial standards for standinc.

Minnesota strongly objects to the suggestion because it is
contrary to express provisions of the Atomic Energy Act (Act).
Section 139 of the Act provides, in relevant part:

In any proceeding under this Act, for the granting,
suspending, revoking, or amending of any license or
construction permit, or application to transfer control;

the Commission shall grant a hearing upon the
request of any oerson whose interest may be affected by
the oroceeding, and shall admit any such person as a
party to such proceeding.

(Emphasis supplied.) Under the Act, any person *whose interest
may be affectedu has standing to request a hearing or to
intervene in a hearing and the Commission is required by the Act
to grant such a hearing request or admit any such person as a
party. The suggested amendment would require a person's request
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or petition to be denied if the person could not meet the more
stringent test that must be met to establish judicial standards
for standing.

Judicial standards for standing are discussed in the leading
cast of Association of Data Processinc Service Orcanizations.
Inc. v. Camo, 397 U.S. 150, 90 Sect. 827, 25 L.Ed.2d .184 (1970).
In that case the United States Supreme Court announced i two-part
test for standing. Standing exists if 'the plaintiff alleges
that the challenged action has caused him injury in fact,
economic or otherwise,' and if 'the interest sought to be
protected by the complainant is arguably within the zone of - -

interest to be protected or regulated by the statute or
constitutional guarantee in question. 397 U.S. at 152-153, 90
S.Ct. at 829-830.

The suggested amendment goes beyond the requirements of the
Act and is thus beyond the Commission's statutory authority.
Therefore the Ccvmission cannot adopt the suggested amendment.

3. Chanainc the Recuirements Relatina to Contentions. It has
been suggested that 10 C.F.R. Section 2.714 be amended to change
the requirements relating to contentions. These changes, as
discussed below, are significant, and Minnesota objects to. these
changes.

First, the suggested amendments would change the time for
filing of contentions. The existing 10 C.F.R. Section 2.714(b)
allows the person who requests a hearing or petitions to
intervene to file his or her contentions *not later than fifteen
(15) days prior to the holding of the special prehearing
conference. The suggested amended 10 C.F.R. Section 2.714(g)
requires the contentions and supporting information to be
submitted "at the time the petition or request is filed.
Second, the suggested amendments would greatly increase the
burden on the person wdho requests a hearing or petitions to
intervene to provide information supporting the contentions. The
present regulation, 10 C.F.R. Section 2.714(b) only requires the
Obases for each contention set forth with reasonable
specificity.' The suggested amended regulation 10 C.F.R.
52.714(g)(1) would require submission of the following:

(i) A brief explanation of the bases of the contention.

(ii) A concise statement of the alleged facts or expert
opinion which support the contention and which at the
time of the filing the requester or petitioner intends
to rely upon in proving its contentions at the hearing,
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together with references to the specific sources and
documents which will be relied upon to establish such
facts or expert opinion.

(iii) Sufficient information (which may included
information pursuant to 52.714(g)(l)(i) and (ii)) to

_ show that a genuine dispute exists with the apolicant 1/
on an issue of law, fact or policy. This showing must
include references to the specific portions of the

- - application (including the applicant's environmental and
safety report) which the requester or petitioner
disputes and the supporting reasons for each such
dispute, or, if the requestor or petitioner believes
that the application fails to contain certain
information on a relevant matter as required by law, the
identification each such failure and the supporting
reasons for the requestor's or petitioner's belief. On
issues arising under NEPA, a petitioner shall file
contentions based on the applicant's environmental
report. The petitioner can amend those contentions or
file new contentions if there are data or conclusions in
the NRC draft or final environmental impact statement or
appraisal that differ significantly from the data or
conclusions in the applicant's document. Amended or new
contentions based on NRC environmental documents shall
be filed and ruled upon in initial licensing proceedings
in accordance with paragraph (j) of this section.
(Emphasis supplied.)

The suggested amendments relating to contentions create an
impossible situation for intervenors. Ordinarily, in accordance
with the provisions of 10 C.F.R. 52.105(d), the Commission
informs the public, in the Federal Register, about a proposed
license or license amendment thirty days before the due date for
the filing of requests for hearing or petitions to intervene.
This has, in most cases, been just barely enough time for a
potential intervenor to make a decision that it is interested in
filing a request for hearing or a petition to intervene and to
file the request or petition. Additional time is essential to
allow for the drafting of contentions. Under the suggested
amendments, potential intervenors will have a maximum of thirty

1/ History has shown that intervenors in Commission licensing
proceedings are just as likely to have a genuine dispute with
the Commission staff on issues of law, fact, or policy as
with the applicant. If this suggested amendment is intended
to limit litigation of disputes only to those between the
applicant and the intervenor, this suggested amendment is not
reasonable.
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days to obtain a copy of the license application and supporting
information, review that information, note all problems, develop
a case-in-chief, put it in writing, and submit it within the
deadline.

The requirement that intervenors must submit, along with
their contentions, all of the information set forth in the
suggested amendments to 10 C.F.R. Section 2.714(g)(1) amounts to
a- requirement that intervenors have ready their case-in-chief at
the time of filing the request for hearing or petition to
intervene, prior to the opportunity to conduct- discovery. This
requirement is much too .-'.,erous at the point in. the -proceeding
where the only decision t_ be made is whether a particular
contention is admissible. It is more onerous- than the
requirements in any judicial proceeding. Minnesota recognizes
that this information must eventually be developed in order to
have a meaningful presentation of the issues. However, this
information should not be required at such a preliminary stage.

Under the suggested amendments, the only persons who have a
hope of submitting an admissible contention are those who have
been privileged to have received a copy- of the- license amendment
as the same time as the Commission staff received it, who have
followed the Commission staff review and the drafting of the -
proposed license or license amendment, and who have been
preparing their case in chief prior to the publication of notice
in the Federal Register of the existence of the license
application. In a state such as Minnesota, which is a
non-agreement state, it is doubtful that anyone, including the
State and its agencies, could submit a successful request for
hearing or petition to intervene.

In Minnesota's experience, the present rule allowing
contentions to be filed just prior to the special prehearing
conference has allowed sufficient time to prepare meaningful
contentions and the statement of bases required by the present
rule has provided sufficient information to allow the Licensing
Boards to rule on their admissibility. Therefore the present
rule should be retained. The suggested amendments are
unreasonable and should be rejected by the Commission.

4. Requirina a Demonstration of Soecial Need for Cross
Examination. It has been suggested that 10 C.^F.R. Section 3.733
and 2.743 be revised to permit cross examination only upon the
request of a party filed within 10 days after service of the
written testimony concerning a particular issue and limiting
cross examination only to those parties who have submitted an
admissible contention on the issue. A motion to cross examine
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must include a detailed cross examination plan and a statement as
to why written testimony could not establish the same points.

Minnesota regards this suggestion as entirely unacceptable.
The major purpose of a Commission licensing hearing is to
adjudicate disputed facts. Trial-type procedures are not only
appropriate but essential to develop a full and complete hearing
record. The right of parties to cross examine witnesses in an
adversarial proceeding is a fundamental characteristic of the-
adversarial process arising from basic constitutional principles
of due process. There would have to be an extraordinarily good
reason to remove that constitutional right entirely from persons
who did not happen to file a contention on a given issue. Such a
good reason is not demonstrated by the discussion of this
suggestion. In fact, no reason is offered by the discussion of
this issue.

There are perfectly legitimate reasons why an intervenor may-
wish to, and should have a right to, cross examine witnesses on
issues raised by another party. Many intervenors, including
states, have limited resources to devote to Commission licensing
proceedings. They be forced by this fact to coordinate their
efforts with other intervenors and to divide up the work with
respect to issue in which they have a common interest. Thus two
intervenors may, to avoid duplication of effort, agree between
themselves to assert~different contentions but to support. each
other with respect to the presentation of evidence and the cross
examination of adverse witnesses concerning these contentions.
In addition, given the complexity of the subject matter, an
intervenor may discover that it is vitally interested in an issue
which it did not initially identify. The Commission has no valid
reason to cut off the rights of parties to fully participate in
all issues which are the subject of the hearings.

Even where the suggested amendment allows a party an
oooortunitv to make a motion for the right to cross examine
witnesses, the terms of the suggested amendment is a de facto
removal of the right to cross examination. It is totally
unreasonable and unrealistic to expect a party who has been
served with potentially voluminous testimony and exhibits to
accomplish, within ten days, the tasks of reading and digesting
the material, preparing a detailed cross examination plan, and
preparing and submitting a written motion to the presiding
officer. No person who has ever been a party to a Commission
licensing proceeding could seriously suggest that ten days would
be sufficient to accomplish all of this.

The time schedule established by this suggested amendment
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contains serious potential for abuse by parties with substantial
financial resources. For example, an applicant who wishes to
ensure that its witnesses will not be cross examined has the
opportunity to present the intervenors with thousands of pages of
testimony and exhibits which would be clearly beyond the
capability of the intervenor to review in time to file a motion
for cross examination.

Minnesota emphatically objects to the suggested amendments
regarding cross examination and urges the Commission not to
consider them any further.

5. Limitations on Filina Procosed Pindincs of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Exceotions. It has been suggestia ithat
10 C.F.R. Sections 2.754 and 2.762 be amended oldiniit-Ehe filing
of proposed findings of fact, conclusions of law, and exceptions
on a given issue only to those parties who raised the issue in a
contention. Applicants and Commission staff, however, would not
be subject to this limitation.

Minnesota strenuously objects to this suggestion, as it will
not further the Commission's interest in better decision-making
and it will severely limit the full participation by intervenors.
As discussed above, intervenors may have a significant interest
in contentions raised by other parties.: There is nothing
inherently unfair about a party submitting its views as to the
state of the record on an issue which has been duly raised in an
adversarial proceeding. The filing of proposed findings of fact
and conclusions of law does no harm; on the contrary, it could be
of help to the decision-makers. The filing of valid exceptions
by persons other than those who put an issue in controversy is
likewise no threat to sound decision-making. This suggestion is
not supported by any valid rationale and should not be adopted by
the Commission.

Minnesota appreciates the opportunity to comment on the
suggested amendments, which, if adopted, would have a profound
impact on the ability of Minnesota to participate in any future
Commission licensing proceedings. In general, the suggestions
are inimical to intervenors and to the public. The suggestion
that these amendments would *improve* the hearing process is

_^ .
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ironic. The 'improvement' would consist of the elimination of
all hearings other than those requested by applicants.

Very truly yours,

HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, III
Attorney General

By 4 ai4I
VPCELYW/ F. OLSON

MARIENE E. SENECHAL

Special Assis/ant
Attorneys General
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September O, i9,23

Mr. Robert Browning
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

RE: Procedural Amendments to Nuclear Regulatory Commission 10 CFR 60,
Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories

Dear Mr. Browning:

We have reviewed the draft materials distributed to state representatives
at the meeting on August 19, 1983, at Dallas, and evaluated the various pro-
posals relative to our interests in participating in Nuclear Regulatory Com-
mission activities and decisions as they relate to disposal of high-level
nuclear wastes in geologic repositories. We have also reviewed the existing
appropriate sections of 10 CFR 60 to determine whether amendments' are needed
to have the rule conform to provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of
1982. We have determined that, while some minimal level of amendment to
procedure is needed to achieve conformity with the Act, further amendment
may be appropriate to enhance the efficiency and maintain the substance Of
an assured opportunity for interaction between an interested state And NR.f.

We have chosen as a format 'or a re:pon;o to :.' P jertest for as.e--.
_ revs nr,, In rule form, of the aopropriate secti~:iri cf iCr EO. Yo:.
jil find this drawf c-vis-on attached. Iucu ch ' a 11 e fain'Tli.r to
you, as we have drawn heavily from sections oF the eAfsting I. rFR 60J. as
Well as from thie cwo draft proposals Presente .. .... l meat n;. .
focus was largeiy on Section 60.11 and Subort C ̂ ; tce rtlie, as was -c ,rs,
but you will note some major conceptuai Maria. on grzm youi- 8/17/8& Dra:.
I think you sill find the proposal, over.all, to be supportive of my state-
ment in the Dallas meeting to the effect that we and other states are
seeking an assured access to NRC activities and decisions that affect us as
potential host states for a high-level nuclear waste repository. We also
want that access to be one that does not result in an unnecessary burden
on the NRC or the states, yet will result in a full and constructive rela-
tionship between the parties.

oMAR 2 5 1.



.mr. Aibt~rt Growting
/ ~ Seotenber 9, 1982'

Pa ae

You will note in the attached orocosed rule amendmtents that we have
deveIQed a oroceoure t3at removes the e..istira recuiement, ;r '4RC to
.rite and sutr'it f.;r -ublc rev4-w i Dra t r. *':,:s z ':.Za: 1s

we we prefer the .raz` ;eS pr^.c:- now staniing in :c c- 4z, t,
reccanize the acvisory natuwe of the SCA an; :'e nee_ -D exfeMite its
tra-,smitt.i to CCE. 7h~. we vieiw .ur proposal to Z3n.-in an dCCrctabie
al:ernative process by .-nich substantiall;y :he same -esjlts .an oe
achieved by NRC and the states, but in a manner that 'is less consumptive
of time and resources on the part of all parties.

Our proposed changes to Subpart C, we think, preserve the opportunity
for formal interaction bet.ween parties, while establishing a more permissive
means of achieving that interaction. In addition, we have attempted to
include only those provisions of the existing Subpart C that seem appro-
Priate in light of the orcvisions of the Nuciear Waste Policy Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to respond to your draft proposals
retarding NRC Rulo 10 CFR 60. lF you have tquestions or cormnents regarding
our proposal please do not hesitate tL) curntCL nme. l ,il I nap l/y w discuss
this matter further witn you and your staff, at your -onvenience.

Sincerely,

Steve frishman, Director
4uclear Waste Programs Office

:r. . ur
F: -

CC: ' r-. nO lm*s 3rohtt. N-a ticnal Governo r'is ..--. ):oci a t? e

- -i-J--- .
* .. .



M . u; .Gr ;: Citz:..-. ,'^r ;. - c :; read as fo;clws:

lum A uTm i: 'ecs. ;, -3 , ̂  1:

.30s 532, z 33, c3s. 33, 9 543, 55, 4s amended (42 U.S.C. ZC7IU 2-r72

.C92, 2C93. 2095, 2111, 2201, 2232, 2233);-secs. 202, 206, 88 Stat.

1244, 1246 (42 U.S.C.. C84Z, 5846); secs. 10 and 14, Pub. L. 95-601,

92 Stat. 2951 (42 U.S.C. 2021a and -5551); sec. 102, Pub. L. 91-190,

93 S:at. %53, (42 U.S.C. 4332); sec. 121. Pub. L. 97-425. 96 Stat.

2223 (42 U.S.C. 10141).

2. Sec:icn 60.2 is revised by -sertin;, in the a :rrpriate al;ateci.ia

iccation, a definition of t.e term "affected Indian tribe."

As revised, §60.2 reads:

- u:: .n this rt --

if lip

-A.,ac:=_d .r m-ns an -e-fecte indian tribe

in the 'Juclear Wasta Policy Act of 1982.

3. Secticn E0.2 is further amended by deleting tre definicions

tr e" zn; ",ria1 oraania'4.n."

as ef¼ne_

o. "Indian

'; Section 60.10 is redesignated as 66o.ls.

* .-.



(v) Plans :z apoiy quality aszurnce to data

colection, reco;-dirg, and r-:er.:i.

(3) Plans for t.hX -,ea.nent clasure. c c:n~minat'an, a

:Izment. of surfice -2aciltiies anc -cr thbe -mitigatIcn of any

significant adverse euiiroa=en:al ir.;ac:s c::-sed ;y size

characteriza.oan activi.ies, if such area is determined

unsuitable for application for a construc:ion authorization

for a geologic repository cperations area;

(4) Criteria, developed pursuant to section i12(a) of the Nuclear

Waste Policy Act Of l982, to te usAe to-determine the suita-

bility of such area for ;.e location oF a geologic repository;

and

:; Any other inrorma-on whicn the C-;=issicn. 5y rule or crder,

requires.

(b) A descrimtion of the possible waste for- or 'aste paczagoe for th

.ii-l v~'i rac _'':2e waS e ;s ~ ne irceo 't; 5ucn ge0 loic

rewaSitOry, _ Wes ris:*cl (to the ex:_zn tr _ s

rei;.nS H e:;~esn suc --waste ;r:-.or -a ~k.-e;- ac lr.- tne

nost r-ck at suJ.c area, ind a descri,.cn o :he act~',iies

- nc :' c:ed 'c 3OE wit'h resoect :o suc;. ;zss,; ie ^-,

form or waste package or sucn relat;onsahip; and

: A ccncaitual design for the geologic reposi:-ry opera:icns area

that takes into ac3Cunt likely site-speciFic requirsments.

.15 aeview of sit c-nar3c:er- aticn ac viities

(a) the Director shall cause to be published in the Federal Recister

a notice t;at a site characterization plan has been received frcm

CC, and 66 d a slaf. -- iew of such -lan has begun. The notice

4
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shall identify the area to be c~haracterized 3nd the NRC Staff

m.enmers to te consulted for further info~rmaion.

Oirc:r h. aI ::a 2 aa opy o- the s4:e chracterizaic. plan !

a. l a . t the Public Docurmesl; aoCMn. h;e Director shall also

transmit copies of the published notice of receipt to the Governor

and legislature of the State in which the area *o be c.haractarized

is located and to the governing bcdy of any affected .dicn tiSe.

;:, ... ':he Director sh.a" revtew the si:e c0aracterizz:ion plat; anc

prepare a :iza charic:eri:ation analysis with respec. o such

plan.

(2) The Director shall, in the Federal Reoister notice provided

for in Section 06.18(a), request cocrent from affec<ed states,

4ndian tribes, and interested persons which he wili review

and consider in preparing the .i:2 characteri:atiCn analysis

vid additiona'l .o=ents anC recos;:nendations.

;_' The Director shall also review _nd c:nsicar cc-.ent and

*:uestions submit:tc .n the %CE ;ublic le ri nc. helc _czorsIn;

:o Section o1f )(2)(3) as the .1uclear Waste Pl14cy Ac: :-

198Z. and the 04Irc::r shall review and cansieer :WE r.sszcr-es

to such questicns and ccients in his Prcoarazion Of the slte

:naracterization analysis and acditl.cnal cc:en.z and

inmerndations.

(d) The oirector shall provide to DOE his site characterizat-on analysis,

tcgether with a suin;ary of co=ents received under Section 60.12(c)(Z

and his reiocnse to those comnents, and such additional cmrx.ents as

be S3'^! 'ne'i. Sucl comentr 'nt;i!? - '';- -

II



t'. : ., i ea :.r r ..C Gtac'icn to the CE's site characteri-

zation prcgram, if sich a s:a:_-.-ent is apprrpriate, or specific

obiections wit.: r-scect to COE's pr:grar fr :-aractarization a-,

t.ne area conoernet. !n additicn, the Oirec:zr -..a. make _ec, ii

r _ :i;Cns Perent :o CE'si0_r Sitet; a :-ara:cri-aticn p-rcrarm.

(e) ;. CE's plannec site characterization activities include onsite

testing with radioactive material, the Director's corcrents shall

include a deterrmination, if appropriate, that the CorUnission

concurs that the proposed use of such radioactive material is

necessary to provide data for the preparation of the environmenta,

reccrts required by law and for an application to be sutmitted

under 36C.22 of this part.

(rJGTE: cO.2Z appears to need revision to supcort Subsection (a))

.I) The c:...nts of the Oirector under this section shall not consti-

t.ue a cz.itment to issue any auVhcriza:icn cr license or ,n any

way affzrect te autftorilv c. the :..s..i, the .;;--.ic Sa.e-- and

.izs.- Apoeal Board, Atcmic adfe-y and .ic 5-rne -cards, ch-nr

;-rjs idina .. ioers, or teOi re_;3r, in _ :r _rl~-Ae"na -.nco

(g) 3uring !^ie c-nruct of site characterization activities, OGE shall.

report not less than once every six monthis to the CU;mnission on

.the nature and e itenr of such activities ard the in`froa-tion that

has been developed and on the progress cl waste Form and waste

package research and development. The semiannual reports shall

include the results of site characteriration studies, the iden-

tification of new issues, plans for additional studies to resolve



N_-

new iSsaes, eiim-inaiOn or planrec studies no lcnger necessar '.

identifica:icn of decision paointZ reached and modifications to

schedules .-:-hie appropria:e. nCE shali also resort its prcgress

in wevelcpi.-, e design o- a :eolcc.c resository o;erat:cns

-area appropriaze fcr :'e area teing characterized, noting wnen

key design parameters or features which depend upon the results

of site characterization will be established. Other topics

related to site characterization shall also be covered if

requested by the Director.

(h) Curi the cznct - sizta characterization activities, NRC staff

shall be pemitted to visit and inspect :he locations at Wh=cn such

activities are carried out and -to observe excavations, borings, and

in si t tests as they are done.

( , The Oir actr ..ay carnent at any time in writi.ng to E'E, eor~ssing

cr-rrant views on any asoect c.` ;.e c6-haceri:atizn. o.a=sts

r3-^i-;S in s :- n- . i* . -P-` n. ance tn O.5 ;;!.

:d cznsidred Zy :.e nir-c:Cr in oaruia tsir liS viewS.

( The 3irector shall transmit copies of :..e site characterization

analysis including the ccrnnent sun Mry and response required

under Secticn O.18(d), all corients to COE made by him under

this section to the Governor and legislature of the State

in which the area to be characterized is located and to the

governing body of any affected Indian tribe.

-- - -. - -; .. - --
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(:) All c:rrasponCenc between -CE agd the "'RC uncer this section,. -. ;

including the re-orts descritec in paragrach (g), stall be

placae in tne Public 3ocumen: Rccm.

(1) The ac:ivii:es descri ed in maragrapns 'a) thrcugn (k' above

constitute informal conference tetween a prospective applicant

and the staff, as described in 02.101(a)(1) of this chacter,

and are not part of a proceeding under the Atomic Energy Act

of 1954, as aminded.



-BY SaTAT GO' M4 NT3 AVG *CtAU T * E

Section i.6t1 Provision Of infrOation

'a) The Director snail rovide tc -:.e ,!r.:- and Lgisla:;re 3o any t;ate
clnt..ini:n a s.3ft-a vanic-. .. s tc appro;et 7or L--it characteri:zat--o, anc
to t;.e .verning body of any affected Indian tribe, timely and complete
Information regarding determinations or p'lans made by the ^or..issicn w.
respect to the site characterization, siting, development, design, licen
ing construction, operation, regulation, permanent closure, decontamina
and 4.isimantlenent of surface facilities cf any proposed repository at
such site.

(b) Notwithstanding paragraph (a), thle Directcr is not required to distriuts
any document to any entity if, with respect to such docuent, that entil
or its counsel is included cn a sertice 'lis prepared pursuan. to par: 2
of thi tS chapter.

Cz ;_ie_ Cf all z:=unications by :he girec::r ujnder this sec:.ori silili
- a ?-a-. in the nioi Occument Rccm and ::pies hereoa scnal te

U i. ;o -, t .

Se^:ion 43..52 Site Review

z; Upon approval of a site for site chariacteriXation and upon request of a
;:at2, or Indian tribe, the Oirectcr shall mnake available :.?C staff tc
consult with representatives of states and Indian tribes to keep therm
informed of the Director's view on the progress of site cGaracterization

_ -._ .- - .._ -,. .. .... _. -



and to notiy temn of any suc uen.t mneetlgs or further c:rsuljt:t ns

with the 1epartent of Energy.

(b) Reauests for consultation sh'all e made in vriting :z the Oirecor.

(C) Should the State, Indian tribe, or other in:ares:ad person direct

questions or comments in accordance with section 60.18(c)(2) to NRC

concerning the preparation of the site characterization analysts, -6e

Director snall review and consider such cos...ents and questions in the

preparation of the site characterization anzlysis. In addition, he

shall surnarize and res;ond to such c:nnents and questions an- ;ro:i.-

sucn sun.ary and response to OCE in accor:ance witn. Section O.l8(d). .

(a) Consultation under tnis section may include. among other things, a review

of applicable NRC regulations, licensing procedures, protential schedules.

and the type and scope of State activities in the license review and

site characterization plan review. In addition, staFF shall be made

available to cooperate with the State in develoning -rcocsals for

r!--c i r n';. iy the Stat-e.

(! $tae trn local -over-rients -> affected .n-ian tr.bes -.2y nar-:4cicca-

in l.cense -- v-,ews as rovidea in Sutar. G of :art .O.' , -ac._!

.- Satls in w.hicn sites nave ceea apFrcved 1,r Site cfnaraczriza:>^n may

submit t.o the Director a proposal for State par~-icipaticn in .t.e review

of the site characterization activity reports and/or license application.

- . .- . - --



A stte's prccsal ;a pa r:tcia te -.ay _e su.ti::ed at any i oe prior ,

docketing of an applicat.on or up to 10 days thereafter.

(c) Proposals for-parji-4paticn under this Subcav: snal be dae In writ nc

-nd sianei ty the Gcve-nor of the State cr t.9e fj icial desic:" by

t:.-t '-a: or jy joint :_signatiion of the ico.ernr and 'is'_:_r.

(a) Items which may be presented for consideration, in whole or in par;, sulec

to revision by tbe State, in a proposal for State particloat.ion 4nclude

zuz arc not limited to:

('i .A general descrik;tion of how the State .:ishes tc par:icipate in

the review and a praliminarv identification of isSues which .

wishes to review.

( jA preliminary descripticn of material and infcrmation whnch tihe

State plans to sum-mlet t- the "'2' staff f-r c-nsideration in the

review.

_: Sc-r:.i:s or wC~n. .cn9, the, S-,:, m~ez: s--t; is s ams.;.1.r,

y c ,; aoP:clcnai OblC .c .3ien:t Rcc.s, or em;lcyrnent

or exchange of State ;ersonnel under the Interiovernmental ersonrnel

Secticn O-.54 - Approval of Proposals

Wa) The Diractor and a representative of the State shall jointly arrance for

.meetings Between th.e representatives of t.he State and the ":RC staff to



discuss any propcsal sutmitted uncer Sect=n 60.63(b), with the ;riimary

gcal of identi .ying any mo d c a ations tsat mnay c ntributZ to the

ef.ectlVe =artici pation by the State.

(bI The Director shall approve all or ary part of a pr-posal as it may

be modified through the meetings described above if it is determined

that the proposed activities:

(1) will enhance ccomunications between IPRC and the State,

(z) ;ill contribute productively to ;h.e ,icense review and/cr

size :haractariza:ion activi:y -apcrt review-s, and

(3) are nct prohibited by law.

'l .The decision of the Director shall be transmi::ed in wiriting to the

Governor ar designated ofricial of the originating Sta;e. A cosy of

:the decisicn shall be made available a: the Public ccirxent 2ccm. '

all Jr any :art of a proposal is reec:ad, the decision shall state

tne reason .ir the rejection.

, The .^i;e criginatinc the prcocsal may aooeal the rec:-or of all or

any ,art o. _ zr-opsa ta the CcGnist-,n.

_A z yv oa 't propose;s received snall le mace 3vaiiao,' at the 5 ic



Section 60.Si Participation .Y Indian Tribes

(NO CKAUNGES ;UGGESTD Iw 7-f IS ScT:c)

Setc:ion 60.5- Motice to States. If the Gcverncr and Legislature of a Sta 5 hz

Jointly designated on their behalf a single person cr entity to receive noticE

and information from the CcTmnission under this part, the Commission will provi

such notice and information to the jointly designated person or entity ins;ead

of the Governor and Legislature separately.

Section 6&.c^7 Cocrdination

The Director -May take into account the desirability of avoiding duplication of

effort 'n *Uking action on multiple proposals submited pursuant to the orovis
of this Subpart ti tne extent this can te acc=-;Iished dit.%Out su:;:ta.ti.a'

pre4Udice t-: the parties concerned.

- .rawrse� - -. - --
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR

MARK WHITE STATE CAPITOL
GOVEltCA AUSTIN. TEXAS 78711

September 19, 1984

Mr. Robert Browning, Director
Division of Waste Management
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Browning:

We appreciate the opportunity for continued consultation with you and
your staff on the draft revision of 10 CFR 60 -- "Disposal of High-Level
Radioactive Wastes in Geologic Repositories". While we find no objection
to most of the proposed modifications, there are several key points on which
we are compelled to cohnent: (1) opportunity for state commentit on the NRC
site characterization analysis prior to its submission to the Department
of Energy, (2) irrevocable commitment by NRC to explicitly respond to the
affected state comment on site characterization analyses, and (3) a defined
mechanism for appeal to the Commission of state participation decisions
by the Director of the NRC Office of Nuclear Material Safety arnd Safeguards
(;^;IMSS). Secti:n references below apply to the July, 1984 draft revision
to 10 CFR 60 (Document 7_590-01).

Iteii;s (0) and (2) abcve concerns subpart B, sections 60.15 through 60e.I
.ddressing site chdracterization. In order to offer explicit comments on
these sections, krowledge of the mechanics and schedule of interactions
%etween Ida. ird OE in tile site characterization proccsz is snecessary. The
Viclear 'w,,aste Pot icy Act orovides broad guidance or this pcr: An of the
hiigh-lete3 waste disposal Program. The Act also provides if. 1ction 117
rhat ,he Convri.>i.'i shall pTp_'vide timel ana crnrPlPte ifriI.tior1 for, ainunrr
*nLi' thil5gS. l* i.,racrtccizjtiCn plans. Ci*is4-ctent with tncse provisijnr
'* tiI ACE, we rt.ovii;ierd that one or rrre meetings be held fur OCE, ,iRC,

Pctential hcst states, and affected Indian tribes to develop the mlechanics
'if the interactions surrounding the site characterization plan, site character-
i:dtion analysis, coinents of the affected states and Indian tribes, and the
initiation or site characterization activities. Until this process is ade-
quately defined we cannot prepare comprehensivo comments on the portions of
10 C7R 61 addressing participation in the site characterizat-on planning process.

in spite of the uncertainty presented by the lack of d.tai1 for the site
chsaracterization planning process, we have prepared corunents on the current
draft revision cf IC CFR 60 based on assumptions regarding details of that
process. The three key assumptions are: (a) the DOE will not cormence site

bM u d.=d by da



Mr. Robert Browning. Director
nivision of Waste Management

Page 2

Owrard..teri:atiui. jrtii tnh firoi sitr- characrt" izriiot a3n.IOs4s nas been
A- ittNit,1 Lu thueym ,d'addressed!. (b; the NPC will be *llor.ateo sufficient

ntine 0o ;t:-plete .: r.v'nMpreNhi:e e process fo. isessment of the Ad site
zhdrde,e-i atirn plan, and (cI the DOE site cnaracterization ;lan will he
:Z.iodified tz- address the issue:. presented in the site characterization

.. n1,>5;:wfor Cte h~actr7atwonbegins. APl ronttO ab.;ve. Finalt cc!iftnt',
, Cn I G C 6U cannwt te Preuareu until these key issues are definitively
adult sd.

With respect to the opportunity for state input, the revised rule
contains two relevant provisions. At subsection 60.18(c) the Director
of N.MSS is permitted (but not required) to "invite and consider the views
of interested persons on DOE's site characterization plan". This mechanism
could allow some affected state input but only at the discretion of the
Director, and the comments would not be based on a draft site characterization
analysis, in view of the removal of this provision in the draft revision.
The other relevant provision (subsection 60.18(f)) of the draft revision
instructs the Director of NMSS to request public comment on the site char-
acteriZation analysis, but it is our understanding that the opportunity for
comment will occur after the site characterization analysis is submitted to
the rPuE and further that the con.nents will then simply be filed in the .'RC
Public Document Room.

We submit that offices and agencies of each potential host state are
uniquely qualified, because of extensive familiarity with geotechnical aird
Other factors regarding the potential sites and vicinities, to identify
relevant issues to be addressed in the site d,;racteri:ation pldns and the
analyses of those nlans. For examine, in Ttxa., we have fbtai.:ed ata Proin
the Texas .t;:ment of Water Resources oh quality and avallailitv of- water
rosi; J water-ibearing unit zhad- had not leen considered by DOE. Thii r1e&Oa-

n ;r.tque state ,er ec-i:e was. in f.t, notes in tte 'C.C n 'r PE^-l5P39
-. : :.,:* : .;i .tvt, F..,t. ion in the .itinr, L injd, I 'ei eJPi P-

in; ef --' rlde!rs u.I a '.iase . -r~ ; es ."

-!;&8 Is Lif tl! - st:t input in the I lci.-nsinf era:- . 2esr C

art;i 1 a edr i :e of the Ney ;-.aste management sz;Jdie; of r;F:;ret tears.
"j'J?' t t6.! Prisjdet l' te Interagaer-y Review Grcu: Ore !iw.le r Ma ste
":ayadIe;!e (TID-29442, pp. 95-96). Although, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
rEhuires .hat hearings be held in the vicinity of sites to be characterized,
our experience suggests that MCE responses to these comments will not be
adequate. The critical licensing role played by NRC should enhance the
likelihood of DOE attention to concerns identified by the states if the n4PC
lieids werit in those concerns and passes them on to DOE in the site charac-
terization analysis.

With respect to our concern that the NRC respond directly to comments of
affected states, the key role of these states in the high-level waste manage-
ment issue is clearly articulated in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act. State
leadership of the affected states is identified as the focal point for inter-
action between the federal government and affected parties. Because of that

-. * .* - - a a . - -
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Mr. Robert Grzhvant;. )`r-ctor
Livision of Waste ManagL'ment

Page 3

r-4s,)risitilit ;',t i, essential that tha st.'tr regeivp direct *cispw'.ses to
c;enz s.~it tot - r tu eC.-ai dutnorizles -set kyv pr3narai. *;;cuments -- suCh

.ts ,he site .hzrantpiZat-.n ar:,ily' i. Ae, theirpfore, recCofrie.d alteration
at' 10 CFR 60 to '.-clude an irrevocable commcitment for direct "'C res30nse C_
>; ;. rn * hdt dQC.went. Congress recoqnized the states' critical
nt-od for full irf.;r7.tion and, furthermore, grants specific authority to
obtain that infor..ation in section l17 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

Finally, item (3) above concerns the provision in subpart C. subsection
60.63(e) which states that the Director of NMSS will accept or deny state
participation proposals. In view of the relatively subjective determination
required to make such a decision based on the specified criteria (subsection
bO.63(d)), we are concerned that a mechanism be defined for appeal of unfavor-

"Ibt decisions to the Coranission. Based on discussions with you and your
staff on July 27. 1984. and August 9, 1984, vie understand that staff decisions
can always be appealed to the Comnission itself and explicit statement of that
option in 10 CFR 60 is not required. This understanding, if correct, sufficiently
addresses our concern about this provisions. We strongly support your suggesticn
thait ldnguage noting this opportunity for appeal to the Commission be included
in true Statement of Consideration for this rule.

We appreciate your providing a copy of jour draft revision of 10 CFR 60
for review. I hope these comments are helpful in this revision of the hinch-
level rddioactivo wdtc disposal reguldtions.

Yours truly,

7c-_L L 'iast ri

'i,.c, eqr .iaste ,'ro.:c-m, ', '.i c e

.;':#t- ra shiiins, uire-tor, Muclear Waste Prog-rams Offi..>'

_ _____.__



tMPR-6c
DivIsion of Planning and Natural Resources /e -7

COEUR d'ALENE TRIBE OF IDAHO
Coeur d'Alene Tribal Moadquaners

PLUMMER. IDAHO t5l

%5 NIAR 251 {Pl
16 March 1985

I Secretary of the C:mmission tZR7 iG 4 SU
* Sly ~U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Ccmmission i-
kG Washington, 0. C. 20555

Xr z Sir:

4:31

* K:

.An

1I-
This is to comment on the proposed rulemaking of Jan. 17, 1985
(Federal Register, Vol. 50, No. 12, p. 2579), limiting notification,

funding, and participation by Indian Tribes to those having "affect-
ed status" as defined under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982.
Thus Section 60.2 would change "Indian Tribe" and "Tribal Organiza-
tion" to "affected Indian Tribe" as defined in the NWPA, which
requires that "affected status" be determined by the Secretary
of the Interior. I would bring to your attention that the Secretary
has found the Coeur d'Alene Tribe not entitled to "affected status"
even though Lake Coeur d'Alene (one-third of which lies within
the Coeur d'Alene Indian Reservation) and the.Coeur d'Alene River
and its tributaries are crossed, recrossed, and skirted through
much of their length by Interstate 90, a primary transportation
route to the proposed Hanford repository, and even though the Tribe's
Reservation lies downwind from Hanford in an area.where the soil
has been transported from as far away as Oregon by the prevailing
winds, which blow from Hanford for the major part of the year.
The definition is in any case rather peculiar; giving more importance
to areas outside reservations, where Tribes have no more than fishing
hunting, and gathering rights, than to Reservation lands themselves,
where Tribal members live.

In cznjunction with Section 60.63, which now Is to read
State and local governments and affected Indian Tribes may partici-

pate in license reviews . . . . the Coeur d'Alene Tribe is thus
entirely excluded from the process., even though the potential damage
to its lands certainly exceeds that to any local government's lands.
Mhe NRC should provide a means by which Tribes which do not meet
the peculiar definition of "affected Tribe" even though subject
to transportation and wincborne effects, can receive funding for
effective participation in the process.

~. S._- {-

- . 1*

-_ ~*..5tI

to. 4

N,>

Respectfully,

James C. Albrecht
Natural Resources Planner

MM 2 5 I-)'
Afdgbdzed by C.

w
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Department of Energy
Washington. D.C. 20585

I.f-R n IC85

Mr. Samuel J. Chilk
Secretary of the Ccmmission
Attention: Docketing and Service Branch
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Cm-mission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Dear Mr. Chilk:

The Department of Energy is pleased to respond to the r equest of the
Nuclear Regulatory COcaission (NC) for ccmnents on the proposed proce-
dural amendments to 10 CFR 60, published on January 17, 1985 (50 Federal
Register 2579). The proposed amendments should bring the regulation in
line with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. Attached are our com-
ments with recommended alternative Language where appropriate. Most of
our recommended changes to the proposed or existing rules are in the
Line-in/line-out foam. ReccmTended additions are underlined and recom-
mended deletions are in brackets. For each reconnended change, we have
added a brief rationale. We are available to meet with MRC concerning
the enclosed ccmnents.

Sincerely,

C. Rusche, Director
Office of Civilian Radioactive

Waste Managnment

Enclosure:
DOE Camments on baC Proposed Revisions to 10 MR Part 60

A---b .
*



DOE Ccaments on NRC Proposed Revisions to 10 ='R Part 60

1. 0 COMMENTS ON SUPPLEM4TARY INFORMATION

DOE notes that the first footnote to page 2580 of the proposed
rule identifies that the Content of Application Section (60.21)
will be reviewed after issuance of the DOE Siting Guidelines. we
would encourage the NRC to propose any necessary revisions to
this section as soon as practicable in order to ensure that any
additional data deemed necessary by the NRC staff to make a
finding can be factored into the site characterization activities
and to minimize any unnecessary delay in the license application
preparation activities which DOE has already begun.

In addition, Commissioner Asselstine requested coaments on two
matters set forth at page 2588 of the Proposed Rule. With
regard to the first point raised by Cornissioner Asselstine,
DOE agrees with NRC that discussion of the site screening
and selection process in the site characterization plans is
neither necessary nor appropriate. This infonmation will have
already received extensive and sufficient public review,
including a review by the NRC staff,, during preparation of the
site specific environmental assessments. Therefore, DOE agrees
with the deletion of the requirement in the existing 10 CFR 60. 11
as proposed by NRC. The second point raised by Commissioner
Asselstine deals with the timing of public review of NRC's site
characterization analyses. DOE agrees with NRC that circulation

.of a draft site characterization analysis for public cstuent
is not necessary and that the rule should be promulgated as now
proposed. Under the proposed rule, the public will have a
sufficient opportunity to coment on the site characterization
analyses and to make the NRC aware of its concerns at any time
during the site characterization process. Also, DOE will be
interacting extensively with NRC and the States and Indian
tribes prior to the release of the site characterization plans.
This will allow all parties ample opportunity to comment on
DOE's planned activities during site characterization.

2.0 SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

(The underlined wording should be inserted for the reasons specified
in the rationale.)

Subpart B

60.15(c) NRC has stated that it will be revising 10 CFR Part 51
(presently to make it consistent with the WPA. Pending this

60.10(c)) revision, NRC should footnote the cross reference to
Part 51.40 in Section 60.15(c) to indicate that INWPA has
superseded the current Section 51.40(d). This footnote
should identify Section 114(f) of the NPA as containing
the enviromnental review provisions applicable to
high-level nuclear waste repositories.
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60.15 (d) (2) The number of exploratory boreholes and shafts shall
be limited to the extent practical, consistent with
obtaining the informaticn needed for site characteri-
zation, and with mine safety considerations.

Rationale:

60. 1.6,
60.17

60.18(d)

Safety considerations might require more shafts than
are strictly necessary for site cnaracterization.

In the proposed revisions to these sections, the word
"area" is used synonymously with the tern "candidate
site", as defined in the *WPA and the Siting Guidelines.
Although NRC has expressed a preference not to adopt the
statutory term in this case, DOE strongly believes that
both agencies should adhere to the statutory terminology
to the greatest extent possible, in order to avoid the
confusion that would result from the two agencies having
different names for identical concepts. Accordingly,
DOE urges that NBC adopt the term 'candidate site", and
make any additional changes necessary to give its
regulations the maximum congruence with statutory
terminology.

Within 150 days of receint- of a site characterization
plan from DOE, the director shall provide to DOE the
site characterization analysis together with such
additional caonents as may be warrented. These
camments shall include either a statement that the
Director has no objection to the DOE's site character-
ization program, if such a statement is appropriate,
or specific objections with respect to DOE's program for
characterization of the area concerned. In addition,
the Director may make specific recommendations
pertinent to DOE's site characterization program.
Within 90 days of receipt of a site characterization
plan from DOE, the Director shall provide to DOE
scecific comments that, in the Director's view,
snould ce considered by DOE prior to the sinking of
exploratory shafts.

Rationale: The sinking of exploratory shafts at a candidate site
is a critical path activity in each site
characterization program. The site characterization
programs themselves are critical path activities in
the overall waste management program. Accordingly,
it is essential that a specified time be established
for significant events that could affect those
critical path activities. The comments of NRC on a
site characterization plan is one of those
significant events. The suggested modification to
Section 60.18(d) provides for two such specified
time intervals: first, a ninty (90) day period within
which NEC will provide to DOE those specific ccmments
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60.18(e)

Rationale:

60.18(h)

Rationale:

considered by DOE prior to sinking exploratory shafts;
the second, a 150-day period for issuing the overall
site characterization analysis. The ninty (90) day
period is consistent with the time being planned for
public review and camment on the SCP's. This will
ensure timely consideration of all cocrennts prior to
sinking of exploratory shafts and minimize the
potential for delays.

If DOE's planned site characterization activities
include on-site testing with radioactive material, the
Director's comments shall include a determination, if
appropriate, that the Commission concurs that the pro-
posed use of such radioactive material is necessary to
provide data for the preparation of the environmental
reports required by law and for an application to be
submitted under 60.22 of this part.
The Commission will concur in the use of radioactive
tracers if, at the end of site characterization, they
will be present in the geologic repository operations
area in concentrations less than those allowed bv
Table II, 10 CFR 20. The renoval of these trace
amounts at the end of site-characterization snail not
be required.

the regulation does not differentiate between "10 metric
tons of spent fuel" (the maximum amount permissible
under Section 13(c) (2) (B) (i)) and smnal amounts of radio-
active tracers. The proposed change is necessary to
allow DOE the flexibility to use radioactive tracers if
necessary in conducting site characterization activities.

During the conduct of site characterization activities,
NRC staff shall be permitted ... as they are done in
accordance with the Procedural Acreenent and impleenting
project specific agreement between NRC and DOE in effect
at that time.

DOE suggests that the regulation specifically reference
the existing DOE/NRC Procedure Agreement and the project
specific implementing agreement to preclude any questions
concerning their future applicability.

I

New Section
60.- Timely Commission Action

The Commission shall issue a final decision approving or
disaoroving the issuance of a construction authoriza-
tion not later than -

1. January 1, 1989, for the first such application
and Januarv 1, 1992, for the second such
alolication; or
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2. The expiration of tdnree years after the date of
the submn-ission of such application, except that the
Commission mav extend such deadline bv not more than
12 months if, not less than 30 davs before such
deadline, the Ccamission cw~lies with the reporting
requirements established by law;

whichever is later.

Rationale: This recommended new section would recognize the
NW's responsibility under Section 114(d) of the WPA to
reach a decision on construction authorization within
the timetable set forth therein. DOE believes this time-
table to be stringent, and therefore also believes that
a specific regulatory provision to the effect of this
recammendation is desirable, in order to emphasize the
NRC's dual obligations to conduct its licensing proceed-
ings in a full, fair and open manner, but also to reach
its decisions in a timely manner.
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UNITED STATES OF AMERIC
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

- i- ;.-.

-------------- ------- -------- ) a ';-I.

Disposal of High-Level Radioactive )
Waste in Geologic Repositories; ) 10 CFR Part 60
Amendments to Licensing Procedures ) 50 Fed. Reg. 2579
_____________________________________)

COMMENTS OF THE YAKIMA INDIAN NATION

Pursuant to Nuclear Regulatory Commission notice published

January 17, 1985, 50 Fed. Reg. 2579, the Confederated Tribes and

Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation submit the following comments

on NRC's proposed amendments to licensing procedures for disposal

of high-level radioactive waste in geologic repositories, 10 CFR

Part 60. Except for the two matters discussed below, the Yakima

Indian Nation has no objections to the other proposed amendments

to Part 60.

1. THE COMMISSION INCORRECTLY CONCLUDES THAT IT LACKS AUTHORITY TO
REVIEW DOE'S SITE SELECTION PROCESS.

The proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 would eliminate the

provision in 10 CFR 9 60.11 that the NRC review DOE's repository

site selection process. The Commission concludes that, since the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act ("NWPA") does not explicitly provide for

NRC review of the site screening and selection processes of the

Department of Energy, "[sluch a review by NRC is not necessary to

fulfill any of its statutory responsibilities." 50 Fed. Reg.

2583, col. 2. The Yakima Indian Nation strongly disagrees.

- I -
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Apart from ignoring clear statutory authority to engage in a

review of DOE's site selection process, NRC's failure to do so

would be a policy mistake with profound implications for the

likelihood of success of the national radioactive waste disposal

program.

A. NRC -review of DOE's site selection process is not only
authorized, but is required by the Atomic Energy Act of
1954, the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982.

The lack of explicit NWPA provisions for NRC review of DOE's

site selection process--other than the Commission's concurrence in

the general siting guidelines--does not dispose of the possible

sources of statutory authority for the Commission to do so. On

the contrary, the NWPA quite clearly provides that NRC authority

to promulgate technical requirements and criteria (i.e., Part 60.,

is pursuant to "other provisions of law." NWPAL § 121(b)(1)(A).

The NWPA specifically mentions as such authority the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. § 2011 et seq.'! and the Energy

Reorganization Ac-t of 1974 (42 U.S.C. § 5801 et seq. ?. Thus,

Congress did not intend in the NWPA to prescribe the scope of NRC

review of DOE's repository program. Rather, the authority for NRC

requirements and their appropriate scope are derived from those

"other provisions of law."

The Atomic Energy Act, as amended by the Energy

Reorganization Act, is the NRC's organic statute. It assigns to

the NRC the primary responsibility for assuring that the public

health and safety and the environment are adequately protected



from the hazards associated with activities involving radioactive

materials, including disposal. Section 202 of the Energy

Reorganization Act explictly establishes NRC authority to license

and regulate high-level waste repositories, 42 U.S.C. § 5842.

In sharp contrast to questions of nuclear power plant safety,

the primary determinant of the adequacy of a high-level

radioactive waste repository over the very long periods of concern

will be not engineered features, but rather the natural, geologic

characteristics of the site chosen. Congress emphasized this

point when it required in the NWPA that detailed geologic

considerations should be the primary criteria for the selection of

sites for repositories, NWPA § 112(a), and when it established

elaborate procedures for the selection of sites. See NWPA 1§

112-118. This primacy of natural site conditions in determining

the adequacy of a proposed repository means that siting is the.

absolute essence of the NRC's mandated public health and safety

and environmental protection responsibilities under the

above-cited statutes.

The repository site selection process is by far the most

important aspect of the adequacy of the repository program. Thus,

for NRC to decline to review that process in the crucial early

stages of selecting sites for characterization would be a basic

abdication of its public health and safety and environmental

protection responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act and Energy

Reorganization Act. NRC cannot hope to adequately discharge its

responsibilities by deferring its review of the sites until the

stage of repository construction authorization.

- 3 -



Moreover, the Commission's responsibilities under the

National Environmental Protection Act ("NEPA") require it to

engage in evaluation of alternatives as a part of its licensing

process. Under NWPA § 114(f), the Commission must, to the extent

practicable, adopt the environmental impact statement submitted by

DOE with its application for construction authorization as its

own. Under the same section, the alternatives considered in that

EIS for purposes of NEPA compliance are those

3 candidate sites with respect to which (1) site
characterization has been completed under section 113; and
(2) the Secretary has made a preliminary determination, that
such sites are suitable for development as repositories
consistent with the guidelines promulgated under section
112(a).

Thus, the sites which DOE selects for characterization now will be

the only effective alternatives that the Commission will have to

consider in fulfilling its NEPA responsibilities. It was

precisely in recognition of this fact that the Commission

required, as a condition of its concurrence in DOE's siting

guidelines, that DOE agree to make the "preliminary determination

of suitability" at the end of site characterization instead of

before it, as DOE had proposed. The Commission recognized at that

time that if DOE did not have strong incentives to select the most

suitable sites for characterization, the Department might later

come to the Commission with an EIS which considers unacceptable

alternatives.

For the same reason of satisfactory NEPA compliance, the

Commission must play an active role in reviewing DOE's comparison

and selection of sites for characterization. Indeed, NEPA was

cited by the Commission as its primary authority for the original
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promulgation of Part 60. 46 Fe-d. Reg. 13922. The same NEPA

responsibilities which prompted the original promulgation of Part

60, including its requirement for NRC review of DOE's site

selection process, remains unaltered by the NWPA.

In the most important court case interpreting the

Commission's role in NEPA implementation, the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the D.C. Circuit wrote:

NEPA requires that an agency must--to the fullest extent
possible under its other statutory obligations--consider
alternatives to its actions which would reduce environmental
damage. That principle establishes that consideration of
environmental matters must be more than a pro forma ritual.

Such a full exercise of substantive discretion is required at
every important, appropriate and nonduplicative stage of an
agency's proceedings.

Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Cowzittee, Inc. v. U.S. 4tomic

Energy Comwission, 449 F.2d 1109, 1128 (D.C. Cir. 1971)

(Emphasis in the original). The only alternatives which the

Commission need consider under the NEPA modifications included in

the NWPA are the three sites which are selected for

characterization by DOE. NWPA § 114(f). If DOE selects for

characterization sites which are unlikely to prove to be suitable

alternatives for NEPA purposes, NRC will not have an acceptable

EIS which it can adopt.

Since ultimate NRC satisfaction of its MEPA responsibility is

being profoundly affected by present DOE actions in selecting

sites for characterization, there can be no question but that this

is an "important, appropriate and nonduplicative stage of (the}

proceeding" which requires 4RC's "full exercise of its substantive

discretion". Only aggressive NRC review and oversight of the DOE

- 5 -



selection of sites for characterization can ensure the

Commission's ability to adopt the DOE EIS.

Finally, the NWPA explicitly does not compel the Commission

to amend or narrow the scope of its licensing requirements. NWPA

§ 114(f) states, in part:

nothing in this subsection shall affect any independent
responsibilities of the Commission to protect the public
health and safety under the Atomic Energy Act .... Nothing
in this Act shell be construed to amend or otherwise detract
from the licensing requirements of the Nucler [sic]
Regulatory Commission as established in title 11 of the
Energy Reorganization Act of 1974....

(Emphasis added.) Congress was well aware of the existing

provisions of Part 60 when it passed the NWPA, and incorporated

many of them in the Act. However, in light of the above language,

it could not be more clear that Congress did not intend its

failure to incorporate all of the details of Part 60 in the Act to

be deemed as implicit rejections of them. Inconsistent

provisions, such as the Commission properly addresses in other

aspects of the instant proposal, obviously warrant amendments by

the NRC. On the other hand, where Congress was silent on a subject

already addressed by the Commission in Part 60--such as NRC review

of DOE's site selection process--Congress made plain its intent

that NRC licensing and regulatory requirements not be deemed

implicitly curtailed by any provision in the KWPA.

Thus, the Commission's conclusion that the NWPA by omission

somehow proscribes its review of DOE's site selection process is

patently incorrect. As discussed above, Commission

responsibilities under its organic statutes and NEPA require such
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a review, and the NWPA is entir-ely consistent with those

requirements.

Recommendation

The Commission should amend Part 60 to explicitly mandate

thorough NRC review of the draft EAs, including the methodology

used by DOE in the comparison of sites. Provision for only a

partial NRC EA review in the NRC/DOE Procedural Agreement is not

sufficient, since the NRC's failure to review DOE's comparison

methodology is a basic abdication of its statutory

responsibilities, and the Procedural Agreement is too easily

amended without the benefit of public participation.

B. NRC failure to review DOE's site selection process and
comparison methodology would be a policy mistake which
significantly increases the chance for another major
failure in the nation's nuclear waste disposal program.

Policy considerations apart from any statutory requirements

argue even more strongly for NRC review of DOE's site comparison

and selection process. If DOE makes serious missteps in its site

selection process was virtually all of the affected parties

believe they are doing now), the Commission's only recourse at the

time a final site is selected will be to reject DOE's application

for a construction authorization. Certainly the adverse

implications of such a development for the successful and timely

implementation of a repository would far outweigh any possible

costs associated with a less deferential Commission stance on site

selection for characterization now.

Serious federal efforts to locate a repository have been

thwarted at least twice in the past by the technical and political

siting blunders of DOE's predecessor agencies. The extensive
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state and tribal participat.on prescribed by the NWPA for the

siting process ought to do much to improve the political

atmosphere, but it does not substitute for thorough technical

oversight by the agency responsible for protecting public health

and safety and the environment--the NRC.

In sum, the Yakima Indian Nation strongly supports the

position expressed by Commissioner Asselstine, 50 Fed. Reg.

2588, that NRC should retain the 10 CFR § 60.11 requirement for

NRC review of the site screening and selection process which is

now to be documented in the environmental assessments.

Alternatively (but less desireably), the Commission should require

a thorough site selection discussion in the site characterization

plans pursuant to its authority under NWPA § 113(b)(1)(A)(v), and

the Commission should thoroughly review that discussion in its

site characterization analysis.

II. THE COMMISSION SHOULD RETAIV THE PRESENT REQUIREMENT FOR
ISSUANCE OF A DRAFT SITE CHARACTERIZATION ANALYSIS FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT.

The Commission contends that the 10 CFR S -J.11 requirement

for issuance of a draft site characterization analysis ("SCA") for

public comment is no longer needed because of the new timing for a

site characterization plan "SCP") and the prior opportunities for

interactions among DOE and other program participants. While the

NWFA does provide for additional opportunities for DOE interaction

with states and Indian tribes prior to issuance of the SCP, that

does not obviate the utility of Commission issuance of its SCA in

draft form.
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In addition to providing a vehicle to involve the public in

the decision-making process, the issuance for public comment of a

draft SCA also serves as a means of assisting the Commission in

preparing its own analysis. That function, which the Yakima

Indian Nation believes is very important, is unaffected by any

changes imposed by the NWPA.

Experience to date in this program has shown that the views

of affect states and Indian tribes and public interest groups can

be very important in the development of the Commission's positions

on important issues in the waste disposal program. For example,

the Commission's stance on DOE's proposed general siting

guidelines was obviously quite materially affected by the

arguments presented to the Commission by affected parties on that

issue. The guidelines were significantly improved as a result of

that influence. Since affected states and tribes have the benefit

of NWPA funding for their participation in this program, their

resources are better than usual to provide well-considered

comments.

The ability of the affected parties to present their own

comments to DOE on the SCPs is very important, but those comments

do not have the impact of the comments of the regulator. Once

again, the experience with the siting guidelines is an excellent

example of this point. Most of the revisions which the Commission

sought in DOE's proposed siting guidelines were basically the same

as revisions which were sought by the states and Indian tribes for

a Year prior to their submission to the Commission for

concurrence. DOE (and the NRC Staff) largely ignored our comments

- 9 -



until they were pressed by the Commission itself in its

conditional concurrence decision.

The Commission's SCAs can in a like manner be beneficially

affected by an opportunity for comments by affected parties prior

to finalization. It is no slight to the competence of the

Commission Staff to state that NWPA-funded affected states and

tribes might identify important issues and arguments which the

Staff overlooked, but would want to include. Neither comments to

DOE on the SCP nor informal opportunities to comment to NRC under

the Procedural Agreement will substitute for an opportunity to

comment on NRC's analysis of the SCPs.

As far as the scheduling mandates of the NWPA are concerned,

the YIN feels strongly that the benefits to the Commission and the

program to be derived from comments on draft SCAs far outweigh the

costs in terms of delay. In addition, the Commission can specify

a relatively short comment period (e.g., 30 days) and-refuse to

grant extensions. While this would be less than ideal from the

viewpoint of prospective commenter;, it would be far better than

no opportunity to comment at all.

To conclude, the Yakima Indian Nation strongly supports the

view of Commissioner Asselstine that the present requirement in 10

CFR § 60.11 for NRC issuance of draft site characterization

analyses for public comment should be retained. Nothing in the

NWPA requires or even suggests the deletion of this procedural

step, and the potential benefits of it far outweigh the potential

costs.
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Respectfully submitted,

. , J i

Dean R. Tousley (
HARMON, WEISS & JORDAN
2001 S Street, N.W.
Suite 430
Washington, D.C. 20009

ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY FOR
April 8, 1985 THE YAKIMA INDIAN NATION
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- 'P United States Department of the Interior )
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240
ER 85/134 APR I I l96:

'5 &~15 pj41
Secretary of the Commission
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 6i . 4.,
Washington, D.C. 20555 RUCTi1;i rE&v.,r

Dear Sir:

The Department of the Interior has reviewed the proposed Amendments to Licensing
Procedures for Disposal of High-Level Radioactive Waste in Geologic Repositories as
noted in the Federal Register on January 17, 1985, and has the following comments.

General

The revisions as proposed would no longer require the preparation of draft Site
Characterization Analyses (SCAs) by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) for the
Department of Energy (DOE) Site Characterization Plans (SCPs) for candidate repository
sites. As proposed, only final SCAs would be required. No public comment would be
invited until the SCAs have been completed by NRC. This revision decreases the
opportunities for this Department to alleviate potential conflicts or issues concerning
natural resources under our jurisdiction. Likewise issues within our areas of expertise
might not surface until well into the SCA process. An explanation for this revision is
given on page 2584 of the Notice. The stated reasons for this change include (1) the
extensive opportunities for interaction between NRC, DOE, the States, affected Indian
tribes, and the public regarding the sites recommended for characterization, and (2)
scheduling mandates for the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982 (NWPA). Given that the
review opportunities afforded the general public are also our only opportunities, we are
concerned that NRC's proposed changes will limit this Department's participation in the
licensing of repositories until very late in the decision process.

We agree that numerous opportunities are available to interact with DOE during pre-
licensing activities (eg., opportunities to comment on draft Environmental Assessments
and SCPs and to present testimony at related hearings). However, during this same
t eriod of time, specific opportunities to interact directly with NRC, the ultimate
licensing authority, are relatively limited. The review of draft SCAs would provide such
a specific opportunity. In addition, it is unclear that the scheduling mandates of NWPA
will not accommodate draft and fmal SCAs prepared by NRC (see page 26 (Figure 9) and
page 55 (Table 3), Preliminary Draft, Project Decision Schedule, Radioactive Waste
Management System, DOE/RW-0018, January 19851. We recommend retaining the
present requirement for the preparation of a draft SCA because It allows for early
conflict resolution.

We would also urge that the final rulemaking provide a mechanism to involve any Federal
land management agency in site screening and selection whose management
responsibilities may be affected by a geologic repository. Otherwise, the affected
agency might have to cope with schedules developed independently by DOE and other
entities.

APR 1 5 .98.Ackfltwledged by a.*...
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A procedural agreement similar to that between DOE and the NRC should be executed
between DOE and any affected Federal land management agency to assure that
information flow is maintained to facilitate each organization's mission with regard to
site investigation and characterization, and to ensure that affected land management
agencies are informed of and invited to all technical meetings.

An additional concern is that NRC's future plans include revisions to 10 CFR 51, which
governs its procedures for NEPA compliance under the NWPA. With such revisions, NRC
could lessen the level and effectiveness of the Department of the Interior's role, in
reviewing license applications and the development of disposal activities. We urge the
Department of the Interior be allowed to review any proposed revisions to NRC's NEPA
compliance procedures.

Specific Comments to 10 CPR 60, Subpart B Proposed Revisions

560.17 - This section specifies the contents of the SCP that DOE must submit to NRC as
part of the licensing process for a repository. We recognize that there are several
changes to this section that are necessitated by the provisions of the NWPA; however,
there are other revisions to this section that we believe should not be made and are not
necessitated by the NWPA. Foremost, we recommend that NRC retain the requirement
for DOE to identify in a SCP the criteria used to arrive at the candidate area and to
describe the process by which the site was selected for characterization. Although the
preamble states that NRC anticipates that such information would be provided by DOE in
the environmental assessment to accompany the SCP we do not believe such information
should be deleted from DOE's plan, which serves as the "record of decision" document for
the proposed site. The decision process for site selection should require DOE to identify,
address, and describe the means by which issues of concern raised by the public were
then considered by DOE. Further, our review of the assessments for the nine sites issued
for consideration in December 1984 by DOE indicated many conclusions reached in these
EA's were based upon erroneous reasonings. However, such information will be fully
addressed in the environmental documents accompanying this plan, nothing more than an
executive summary of the issues and an iteration of DOE's analysis and decision need be
presented in the SCP.

We recommend that NRC spell out precisely what type of information and the level of
analysis that must be reflected in DOE's SCP and its overall licensing application to
NRC, because the information required in this proposed rulemaking is vague. We believe
the NRC should qualify the information needed for adequate review of applications. To
merely state that the DOE will understand and provide information to the level of detail
required by the NRC and other statutory reviewers (edg, Department of the Interior) is
not adequate. Considering the fact that the NRC and DOE appear to be attempting to
lessen opportunities for the general public and other Federal agencies to participate
throughout the decision process, it is difficult to know how reviewers, other than the
NRC, may be able to request further information or analysis from DOE.

We recommend that NRC's requirement for DOE to plan for not only mitigating
significant adverse impacts but also reclaiming the site be retained within the proposed
rules. Under paragraph (a)(3) of this section, NRC does not require DOE to plan for
reclaiming the site, but merely to plan for mitigating any significant adverse
environmental impacts that occur as a result of site characterization. We believe
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regulatory revision is a serious omission by NRC in light of the fact that reclamation
planning is required by the NWPA [42 U.S.C. 10l33(cX4].

S60.18 - This section considers the review procedures for site characterization
activities. We recommend that NRC retain the provisions for public participation rather
than adopt the changes as proposed in this document. As stated above, it appears that
NRC/DOE proposes to limit general public involvement to compliance with NEPA only
and to minimize State, Indian tribe, and other Federal agency involvement on decision
documents. NRC will continue to publish a notice in the Federal Register that a SCP has
been received from DOE and that NRC staff review has begun. However, according to
paragraph (a) of this section, NRC is proposing to no longer afford the public an
opportunity to consult with staff and discuss issues of concern during staff review, but
merely allow the public to contact the NRC staff for Information on the proposal. Also,
along the same vein, paragraph (c) of this section proposes that NRC may invite and may
consider the views of interested persons. We believe the proposal is a much less
responsive policy than presently exercised by NRC under its existing regulations. These
regulations state: "The Director shall publish a notice of availability of the draft...
analysis and.. request comment.... The Director shall then prepare a finaL.. analysis
which shall take into account comments received and any additional information acquired
during the comment period." [10 CFR 60, ll(d)-e)3.

We hope these comments will be helpful to you.

Sincerely,

Bruce Blanchard, Director
Environmental Project Review

, 4
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Honorable Samuel Chilk, Secretary
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: 10 CFR Part 60 Amendments

Dear Secretary Chilk:

On January 17, 1985, the Commission issued for public comment
proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60, Licensing Procedures for
Disposal of High-level Radioactive Waste in Geologic Repositories,
50 Fed. Reg. 2579. Because of the coincident deadlines for
submission of comments on these proposed amendments and on the
draft environmental assessments for proposed repository sites, the
Yakima Indian Nation filed its comments on these amendments late,
on April 8, 1985.

As detailed in our comments (enclosed), the Yakima Indian
Nation feels strongly that the proposed amendments, if adopted as
proposed, would seriously undermine the Commission's ability to
fulfill its statutory responsibilities in the nuclear waste
program. Moreover, the proposed amendments would greatly increase
the likelihood that the national nuclear waste disposal program
would experience very significant unnecessary delays or outright
failures in its implementation. In brief, we believe the
Commission staff's reluctance to engage in a thorough review of
the Department of Energy's site screening and selection process
constitutes a fundamental abdication of the Commission's public
health and safety and environmental protection responsibilities
under the Atomic Energy Act, the National Environmental Policy
Act, and the Energy Reorganization Act. Moreover, contrary to the
Commission's position expressed in the proposed amendments,
nothing in the Nuclear Waste Policy Act either requires or
suggests such deference by the Commission concerning the selection
of sites for characterization.

Because these issues have such profound implications for the
Commission's responsibilities in this crucial national program and
for the success of the program itself, the Yakima Nation feels
that they deserve a higher degree of scrutiny than the Commission
might ordinarily devote to such a rulemaking. For this reason, we
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Honorable Samuel Chilk, Secretary
April 17, 1985
.age 2

request that the Commission schedule a public meeting before
voting on promulgation of a final rule to receive oral comments on
thi-s proposed rule from the staff, affected states, Indian tribes,
and representatives of the general public that have submitted
comments on the proposal. Such a session, similar to the ones
which the Commission held during its consideration of the
concurrence in DOE's general siting guidelines, would serve to
illuminate the issues in this vital rulemaking for the
Commissioners' benefit, and, whether or not it changed the
outcome, would result in a better-informed Commission decision.

The Yakima Nation urges your favorable consideration of this
request.

Sincerely yours,

X1ELVIN R ON/,
Vice Chairman
Yakima Tribal Council

MRS:ls

Enclosure
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

)
Disposal of High-Level Radioactive )
Waste in Geologic Repositories; ) 10 CFR Part 60
Amendments to Licensing Procedures ) 50 Fed. Reg. 2579

COMMENTS OF THE YAKIMA INDIAN NATION

Pursuant to Nuclear Regulatory Commission notice published

January 17, 1985, 50 Fed. Reg. 2579, the Confederated Tribes and

Bands of the Yakima Indian Nation submit the following comments

on NRC's proposed amendments to licensing procedures for disposal

of high-level radioactive waste in geologic repositories, 10 CFR

Part 60. Except for the two matters discussed below, the Yakima

Indian Nation has no objections to the other proposed amendments

to Part 60.

I. THE COMMISSION INCORRECTLY CONCLUDES THAT IT LACKS AUTHORITY TO
REVIEW DOE'S SITE SELECTION PROCESS.

The proposed amendments to 10 CFR Part 60 would eliminate the

provision in 10 CFR 9 60.11 that the NRC review DOE's repository

site selection process. The Commission concludes that, since the

Nuclear Waste Policy Act ("NWPA") does not explicitly provide for

NRC review of the site screening and selection processes of the

Department of Energy, "[sluch a review by NRC is not necessary to

fulfill any of its statutory responsibilities." 50 Fed. Reg.
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2583, cal. 2. The Yakima Indian Nation strongly disagrees.

Apart from ignoring clear statutory authority to engage in a

review of DOE's site selection process, NRC's failure to do so

would be a policy mistake with profound implications for the

likelihood of success of the national radioactive waste disposal

program.

A. NRC review of DOE's site selection process is not only
authorized, but is required by the Atomic Energy Act of
1954,-the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974, the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969, and the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982.

The lack of explicit NWPA provisions for NRC review of DOE's

site selection process--other than the Commission's concurrence in

the general siting guidelines--does not dispose of the possible

sources of statutory authority for the Commission to do so. On

the contrary, the NWPA quite clearly provides that NRC authority

to promulgate technical requirements and criteria (i.e., Part 60)

is pursuant to "other provisions of law." NWPA § 121(b)(1)(A).

The NWPA specifically mentions as such authority the Atomic Energy

Act of 1954 (42 U.S.C. § 2011 et seq.) and the Energy

Reorganization Act of 1974 (42 U.S.C. 5 5801 et seq.). Thus,

Congress did not intend in the NWPA to prescribe the scope of NRC

review of DOE's repository program. Rather,- the authority for NRC

requirements and their appropriate scope are derived from those

"other provisions of law.'

The Atomic Energy Act, as amended by the Energy

Reorganization Act, is the NRC's organic statute. It assigns to.

the NRC the primary responsibility for assuring that the public
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health and safety and the environment are adequately protected

from the hazards associated with activities involving radioactive

materials, including disposal. Section 202 of the Energy

Reorganization Act explictly establishes NRC authority to license

and regulate high-level waste repositories, 42 U.S.C. 9 5842.

In sharp contrast to questions of nuclear power plant safety,

the primary determinant of the adequacy of a high-level

radioactive waste repository over the very long periods of concern

will be not engineered features, but rather the natural, geologic

characteristics of the site chosen. Congress emphasized this

point when it required in the NWPA that detailed geologic

considerations should be the primary criteria for the selection of

sites for repositories, NWPA 5 112(a), and when it established

elaborate procedures for the selection of sites. See NWPA go

112-118. This primacy of natural site conditions in determining

the adequacy of a proposed repository means that siting is the

absolute essence of the NRC's mandated public health and safety

and environmental protection responsibilities under the

above-cited statutes.

The repository site selection process is by far the most

important aspect of the adequacy of the repository program. Thus,

for NRC to decline to review that process in the crucial early

stages of selecting sites for characterization would be a basic

abdication of its public health and safety and environmental

protection responsibilities under the Atomic Energy Act and Energy

Reorganization Act. NRC cannot hope to adequately discharge its

responsibilities by deferring its review of the sites until the
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stage of repository construction authorization.

Moreover, the Commission's responsibilities under the

National Environmental Protection Act ("NEPA") require it to

engage in evaluation of alternatives as a part of its licensing

process. Under NWPA S 114(f), the Commission must, to the extent

practicable, adopt the environmental impact statement submitted by

DOE with its application for construction authorization as its

own. Under the same section, the alternatives considered in that

EIS for purposes of NEPA compliance are those

3 candidate sites with respect to which (l) site
characterization has been completed under section 113; and
(2) the Secretary has made a preliminary determination, that
such.sites are suitable for development as repositories
consistent with the guidelines promulgated.under section
112(a).

Thus, the sites which DOE selects for characterization now will-be

the only~effective alternatives that the Commission will have to

consider in fulfilling...its NEPA responsibilities. It was

precisely in recognition of this fact that the Commission

required, as a condition of its concurrence in DOE's siting

guidelines, that DOE agree to make the."preliminary determination

of suitability" at the end of site characterization instead of

before-it, as DOE had.proposed. The Commission recognized at that

time that if DOE did not have strong incentives to select the most

suitable sites for characterization,. the Department might later

come to theCommission with an EIS which considers unacceptable

alternatives. - - -

For the same.reason of satisfactory NEPA compliance, the

Commission must play an active-role in-reviewing DOE's comparison

and selection of sites for characterization. Indeed, NEPA was

-4-
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cited by the Commission as its primary authority for the original

promulgation of Part 60. 45 Fed. Beg. 13922. The same NEPA

responsibilities which prompted the original promulgation of Part

60, including its requirement for NRC review of DOE's site

selection process, remains unaltered by the NWPA.

In the most important court case interpreting the

Commission's role in NEPA implementation, the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the D.C. Circuit wrote:

NEPA requires that an agency must--to the fullest extent
possible under its other statutory obligations--consider
alternatives to its actions which would reduce environmental
damage. That principle establishes that consideration of
environmental matters must be more than a pro forwa ritual.

Such a full exercise of substantive discretion is required at
every important, appropriate and nonduplicative stage of an
agency's proceedings.

Calvert Cliffs Coordinating Committee, Iac. v. Lt.S. Atomic

naergy Cozmission, 449 F.2d 1109, 1128 (D.C. Cir. 1971)

(Emphasis in the original). The only alternatives which the

Commission need consider under the NEPA modifications included in

the NWPA are the three sites which are selected for

characterization by DOE. NWPA I 114(f). If DOE selects for

characterization sites which are unlikely to prove to be suitable

alternatives for NEPA purposes, NRC will not have an acceptable

RIS which it can adopt.

Since ultimate NRC satisfaction of its NEPA responsibility is

being profoundly affected by present DOE actions in selecting

sites for characterization, there can be no question but that this

is an 'important, appropriate and nonduplicative stage of (the]

proceeding" which requires NRC's "full exercise of its substantive
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discretion". Only aggressive NRC review-and oversight of the DOE

selection of sites for characterization can ensure the

Commission's ability to adopt the DOE EIS.

Finally, the NWPA explicitly does not compel the Commission

to amend or narrow the scope of its licensing requirements. NWPA

1 114(f) states, in part:

nothing in this subsection shall affect'any independent
responsibilities of the Commission to protect the public
health'and safety under the Atomic Energy Act .... Nothing
ia this Act shall be construed to awead or otherwise detract
from the licensing requirements of the Nucder (sic]
Regulatory Cowissison as established ia title (F of the
Znergy Reorganization Act of 1974..-...

(Emphasis added.) Congress was well'aware of the existing

provisions of Part 60 when it passed the NWPA, and incorporated

many of then in the Act. However, in light of the above language,

it could'not be more clear that Congress did not intend its

failure to incorporate all of the details of Part 60 in the Act to

be deemed as implicit rejections of them. Inconsistent.

provisions, such as the Commission properly addresses in other

aspects of the instant proposal, obviously warrant -amendments by

the NRC. On the other hand, where Congress was silent on a subject

already addressed by the Commission inPart 60--such as NRC review

of DOE's site selection process--Congress made plain its intent

that NRC licensing and regulatory requirements not be deemed

implicitly curtailed by any provision in the NWPA.

Thus, the Commission's conclusion that the NWPA by omission

somehow proscribes its review of DOE's site selection process is

patently incorrect. As discussed-above, Commission

responsibilities under its organic statutes and NEPA require such
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a review, and the NWPA is entirely consistent with those

requirements.

Recommendation

The Commission should amend Part SO to explicitly mandate

thorough NRC review of the draft RAs, including the methodology

used by DOE in the comparison of sites. Provision for only a

partial NRC SA review in the NRC/DOB Procedural Agreement is not

sufficient, since the NRC's failure to review DON's comparison

methodology is a basic abdication of its statutory

responsibilities, and the Procedural Agreement is too easily

amended without the benefit of public participation.

B. NRC failure to review DOB's site selection process and
comparison methodology would be a Policy mistake which
significantly increases the chance for another major
failure in the nation's nuclear waste disposal program.

Policy considerations apart from any statutory requirements

argue even more strongly for NRC review of DOE's site comparison

and selection process. If DOE makes serious missteps in its site

selection process (as virtually all of the affected parties

believe they are doing now), the Commission's only recourse at the

time a final site is selected will be to reject DOE's application

for a construction authorization. Certainly the adverse

implications of such a development for the successful and timely

implementation of a repository would far outweigh any possible

costs associated with a less deferential Commission stance on site

selection for characterization now.

Serious federal efforts to locate a repository have been

thwarted at least twice in the past by the technical and political

siting blunders of DOE's predecessor agencies. The extensive
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state and tribal participation prescribed by-the NWPA for the

siting process ought to do such to improve the political

atmosphere, but it does not substitute for thorough technical

oversight by the agency responsible for protecting public health

and safety and the environment--the NRC.

In sum, the Yakima Indian Nation strongly supports the

position expressed by Commissioner Asselatine, 50 Fed. Reg.

2588, that NRC should retain the 10 CFR I 60.11 requirement for

NRC review of the site screening and selection process which is

now to be documented in the environmental assessments.

Alternatively (but less desireably), the Commission should require

a thorough site selection discussion in the site characterization

plans pursuant to its authority under NWPA 6 113(b)(1)(A)(v), and

the Commission should thoroughly review that discussion in its

site characterization analysis.

II. THE COMMISSION SHOULD RETAIN THE PRESENT REQUIREMENT FOR
ISSUANCE OF A DRAFT SITE CHARACTERIZATION ANALYSIS FOR PUBLIC
COMMENT.

The Commission contends that the 10 CFR § 60.11 requirement

for issuance of a draft site characterization analysis ("SCA") for

public comment is no longer needed because of the new timing for a

site characterization plan ("SCP") and the prior opportunities for

interactions among DOE and-other program participants. While the

NWPA does provide for additional opportunities for DOE interaction

with states and Indian tribes prior to issuance of the SCP, that

does not obviate-the utility of Commission issuance of its SCA in,

draft form.
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In addition to providing a vehicle to involve the public in
the decision-making process, the issuance for public comment of a

draft SCA also serves as a means of assisting the Commission in

preparing its own analysis. That function, which the Yakima

Indian Nation believes is very important, is unaffected by any

changes imposed by the NWPA.

Experience to date in this program has shown that the views

of affect states and Indian tribes and public interest groups can

be very important in the development of the Commission's positions

on important issues in the waste disposal program. For example,

the Commission's stance on DOE's proposed general siting

guidelines was obviously quite materially affected by the

arguments presented to the Commission by affected parties on that

issue. The guidelines were significantly improved as a result of

that influence. Since affected states and tribes have the benefit

of NWPA funding for their participation in this program, their

resources are better than usual to provide well-considered

comments.

The ability of the affected parties to present their own

comments to DOE on the SCPs is very important, but those comments

do not have the impact of the comments of the regulator. Once

again, the experience with the siting guidelines is an excellent

example of this point. Most of the revisions which the Commission

sought in DOE's proposed siting guidelines were basically the same

as revisions which were sought by the states and Indian tribes for

a year prior to their submission to the Commission for

concurrence. DOE (and the NRC Staff) largely ignored our- comments



q

until they were pressed by the Commission itself in its

conditional concurrence decision.

The Commission's SCAs can in a like manner be beneficially

affected by an opportunity for comments by affected parties prior

to-finalization. It is no slight to the competence of the

Commission Staff to state -that NWPA-funded affected states and

tribes might identify important issues and arguments which the

Staff overlooked, but would want to include. Neither comments to

DOE on the SCP nor informal opportunities to comment to NRC under

the Procedural Agreement will substitute for an opportunity to

comment on NRC's analysis of the SCPs.

As far as the scheduling mandates of the NWPA are concerned,

the YIN feels strongly that the benefits to the Commission and the

program to be derived from comments on draft SCAs far outweigh the

costs in terms of delay. In addition, the Commission can specify

a relatively short comment period (e.g., 30 days) and refuse to

grant extensions. While this would be less than ideal from the

viewpoint of prospective commenters, it would be far better than

no opportunity to comment at all.

To conclude, the Yakima Indian Nation strongly supports the

view of Commissioner Asselstine that the present requirement in 10

CFR S 60.11 for NRC issuance of draft site characterization

analyses for public comment should be retained. Nothing in the

NWPA requires or even suggests the deletion of this procedural

step, and the potential benefits of it far outweigh the potential

costs.

- 10 -
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Respectfully submitted,

Dean R. Tousley
HARMON, WEISS & JORDAN
2001 S Street, N.W.
Suite 430
Washington, D.C. 20009

ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY FOR
THE YAKIMHA INDIAN NATIONApril 4, 1985
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101 State Capitol Building
Salt Lake Citv, UT 84114
Telephone 801-533-4372

high level nuclear waste
Norman M. Bangerter. Governor

April 17, 1985

,PR-~6O
office

Patrick D. Spurs~n. Director
lack Wittman, Assoc

APR5 R22 iao40

QFo'OCE OF SECR;7-;
JOCKETI.NG & sE~k v;

BRANCH

Secretary of the Commission
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Attention: Docketing and Service Branch

Dear Sirs:

On January 17, 1985, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission published a notice
of proposed rule-making addressing modifications to 10 CFR Part 60
necessitated by provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982. This
letter serves as the comments of the State of Utah High-Level Nuclear Waste
Office on the proposed rule.

As a general comment, it is noted that the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
contains unique provisions for state participation in nuclear waste repository
siting, construction, operation and decomissioning procedures. This special
role of the states reflects a recognition that state participation is
necessary for an-appropriate level of public confidence in the safety of the
disposal strategies called .for In the Act.

Clearly, the NRC also plays a unique role in the repository program.
Provisions of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act call for'NRC involvement in the
program from the drafting of site selection guidelines, through site
characterization plan review and comment, to the end point of repository
decomissioning. NRC involvement throughout the program is necessary for its
ultimate acceptability to the public. The states' participation in licensing
is tied directly to NRC involvement. These considerations suggest that the
NRC should interpret its authority under federal law in a manner that provides
most liberally for NRC and state participation in DOE siting and licensing
activities.

On a more specific note, a clearer definition should be added to the *
regulations for *preliminary activities*. The DOE is not obligated to submit
the site characterization plan to the NRC until the DOE plans to commence shaft
sinking. As preliminary activities may be environmentally disruptive, it may
also trigger state regulation required state permits.

\!4p ,d d >dp
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Secretary of Commission
April,15, 1985
page two

Therefore, the definition of preliminary activities is of great
importance. It is urged that activities performed in preparation of sinking, a
shaft, including design boreholes and surface preparation be considered part
of the shaft sinking process so that such activities can be effectively
evaluated along with the site characterization plan.

As is noted in the section-by-section analysis of the proposed changes,
under the heading of *provision of information', the Nuclear Waste Policy Act
requires the Commission to furnish timely and complete information to host
states and affected indian tribes regarding its determinations or plans.

The DOE and NRC have undertaken, through procedural agreements, a series
of meetings wherein the two agencies exchange views on the adequacy of certain
activities undertaken by DOE in view of NRC's interpretations of the
requirements for licensing. The Commission is urged to assure that the states
and affected tribes are given notice of such meetings, of the subjects to be
discussed, and of the opportunity to attend and participate at an appropriate
level in the meetings in accordance with the spirit of section 117(a) of the
Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

Finally, in regard to Commissioner Asselstine's request for comments on
retention of requirements for issuance of draft site characterization analyses
for public comment, we would urge in this and in all other cases, that the NRC
only retreat from the provisions of present 10 CFR Part 60 to the extent
mandated by the law and no more, and that the Commission otherwise maintain
the current level of involvement by all parties in site characterization
planning and review. The Commission is again referred to our general
commentary at the beginning of this letter.

In addition to these comments, please see the attached analysis of changes
to the regulation developed by other state reviewers.

We hope that these comments will be of assistance in the preparation of
the final modification to 10 CFR Part 60.

trick uin A
l rector

POS/hud

cc: Toni Ristau

enclosure



ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED REVISIONS TO 10 CFR PART 60

Summary

The purpose of the proposed revisions to 10 CFR Part 60 is to revise the
regulations that treat state. and Indian tribal participation In the siting
and. licensing process to conform with the provisions of the Nuclear Waste
Policy Act of 1982. The portions of '10 CFR Part 60 that are proposed for
revision to make the regulations conform with the provisions of the Nuclear
Wtste Policy Act of 1982 include:

Section Eristin: Section Title

60.2 Definitions
60.10 Site Characterization
60.11 Site Characterization Report
60.61 Site Review
60.62 Filing of Proposals for State Participation
60.63 Approval of Proposals
60.64 Participation by Indian Tribes
60.65 Coordination-

The Nuclear Regulatory Comission (NRC) is required by lav to cooperate with
the states, and the-NRC recognizes the value of state participation in sit-
ing and licensing decisions. However, the cooperation between the NRC and
the states, as presently defined, consists mainly of Issue definition and
information exchange. The states are ggt granted a full advise-and-consent
role in the decision process under current Interpretations of the applicable
statutes (The Atomic Energy Act of 19S4, as amended; Reorganization Plan No.
3 of 19;0; and the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1982) or regulations (10 CFR
Part 60).

Another problem with the way that the 10 CFI Part 60 regulations are struc-
tured Is that the NEC's role Is basically only advisory -until after site
characterization is completed, as the Department of Energy (DOE) is not
required to obtain any type of license or formal approval from the NRC until
after site characterization is completed. The NRC does not become involved
In the process for a particular site until after a- site -characterization
plan is submitted by the DOE for that site. State involvement is tied to
NRC involvement, as a State is not considered an interested party for
purposes of these participation provisions until after the State is
identified within a site characterization plan This -is well after the
conclusion of the environmental assessment process.

It is not clear in the Act or in the regulations what role, If any, State
coments prior to the site characterization-phase have in influencing either
NRC or DOE decision. processes. As the Act and the regulations both define
the comencement of. the site characterization phase as the beginning of
shaft sinking, there apparently As "no regular mechanism available to the
States to influence activities that occur prior to that time. Though many
serious environmental consequences can result from these preliminary

I



actiTitios, the only redress If the DOE or the NRC ignore State concerns
about such activities appear to be through the courts under the provisions
of Section 119 of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

Specific Channes Prooosed for 10 CF! Part 60

Specific changes In 10 CYR Part 60 (and their implications for the State of
Utah) are sumnarized below.

The changes proposed for Section 60.2 (Definitions) do not affect state par-
ticipation in the siting and licensing process. In order to provide coan-
forming definitions with the Nuclear Waste Policy Act, the definitions of
"Indian tribe" and "tribal organization' have been dropped, and a definition
of *affected Indian tribe' is added. The definition of 'affected Indian
tribes is the same as that provided In the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

The 'preapplicatioan review portions of 10 CYR Part 60, which deal with site
characterization activities, have been extensively revised. Substantively,
these revisions define the contents of the site characterization plan that
DOE must submit to the NRC prior to the comencement of the DOE's site char-
acterization activities. In addition to information required under the old
version of the upreapplication review" regulations (old 10 CR 60.10 and
60.11). the DOE must submit plans for decontaminating and decommissioning
the site characterization area, including plans for mitigation of any sig-
nificant environmental effects, if the area is deemed to be unsuitable for
development as a repository. The DOE must also submit its criteria, devel-
oped pursuant to section 112(a) of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act for reposi-
tory activities covered by that section of the Act, or other siting criteria
utilized by the DOE for other types of sites, utilized for determining the
suitability of sites for location of a geologic repository. The level of
informatlon required for waste forms or waste packages has been upgraded
from a description of the research and development efforts related to waste
packaging to a requirement that the DOE provide a description of the waste
form or package and Its relationship to the natural barrier systems peculiar
to an individual site. The conceptual design for the repository that the
DOE must submit must take into account "likely site-specific requirements.0
(See proposed 10 CYR 60.15, 60.16, 60.17. and 60.18). The language for
these additional regulatory requirements Is quoted directly from Section 113
of the Nuclear Waste Policy Act.

Also, it Is important to note that both the Act (Section 113(b)) and the
regulations (new 10 CR 60.16) require that the site characterization plan
be submitted to the NRC "before proceeding to sink shafts at any candidate
site." Previously, the NRC required the DOt to submit site characterization
plans as early as possible in the DOE's planning process. This implies that
certala preliminary activities, such as drilling and seismic exploration, as
well as construction of access, could occur prior to DOE submission of the
site characterization plan. Thus, the only effective opportunity available
to the NRC or the states and tribes for review and coment on such activi-
ties (if It is available at all) Is at the Environmental Assessment stage.
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Once the XRC recuir., a copy of DOE' site characterization plan for a given
site, the NRC must prepare a site characterization analysis and make this
analysis available to the public for comment. This analysis must be trans-
citted to the host state and affected Indian' tribes, along with an invita-
tion to comment. In both the old and new versions of the rule, the NRC will
publish a notice of opportunity for comment In the federal Register, and
will afford a reasonable comment period, Onot less than 90 days," for coam-
ment by interested parties, including states.

The NRC must provide the site characterization analysis to the DOE, together
vith whatever conments the NRC £eels are important, and the NRC must include
a statement either than the Director of the NEC has no objection to the
DOE's proposed site characterization program, or specific objections .to
and/or recommendationt about the- DOE's proposed program. These new provi-
sions are similar to those In the old version of the rule.

Additional sections have been 'added requiring the DOE to include a descrip-
tion of and justification for any planned onsite testing with radioactive
materials tNRC approval of such planned testing is required), and arequire-
ment for semiannual progress reports by the DOE -to the NRC during site
characterization activities. The use of radioactive materials at the site
characterization stage Is governed by-the Nuclear Waste Policy Act (see Sec-
tion 113(c)(2)(A) and (2)). The requirement for a semiannual, progress
report appears to be an NRC requirement not explicitly covered in the Act,
justified by the NRC's interest-in expediting licensing decisions. The new
sections of the rule make mandatory reporting of progress and issues' by the
DOE to the NRC. The NRC may.when It receives these, reports or comments
from other Interested parties or on its own initiative, comment to, the DOE
at any time during the site characterization process, and theNRC may also
raise objections to the DoE's conduct of the characterization process. In
both the-old and new versions'of the rule, copies of any such correspondence
are to be made available by the NRC in its Public Document Room.

The final portion of this section in both the old and new versions of the
rule indicate that consultations between the NRC and the -DOE are Informal
consultations and are not regarded as a part of a proceeding under the pro-
visions of the Atomic Energy Act of 19S4, as amended. The new version of
the rule adds a disclaimer stating that the conduct of informal conferences
does not imply that theNRC vill Issue a license or'-any other authorization,
and that the authorities of the NRC, 'the Atomic Safety and Licensing Boards
and Appeal Board, and 'the presiding officers or NRC Director are unaf-
fected.

Subpart' C of 10 CPR Part 60 deflnes' and orders participation by States and
Indian tribes in the site characterization and licensing process. The
Nuclear Waste Policy Act contains several' explicit sections treating State
and Indian tribal participation at various points In the process. Unfortu-
nately, except for the State Oveto" provisions (Section 116(b)(2)), which
can only be implemented after. a site Is formally recommended by the Presi-
dent to the Congress, this participation, Is mainly limited to information
and communication. Neither the, statute nor the regulations at 10 CFR Part
60 appear to'offer the opportunity for true Interactive cooperation, coordi-
nation, and decisionmaking between the NRC, the DOE, and the States and
Indian tribes.
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Old 10 C71 80.61 will be retitled Provision of Information, and the
revised Site Review" provisions have been moved to 10 CFR 60.62. The
section on provision of Information provides that States and affected tribes
will be notified regarding NRC determinations or plans made with respect to
site characterization or other geologic repository activities. However,
these provisions are not triggered until a geologic repository "may be
located* within a State. For the purposes of this section, a repository
"may be locateda within a State when such State Is identified in a plan sub-
mitted to the NRC by the DOE.

The *Site Review section has been moved to 10 CYR 60.62, and the old sec-
tion 60.62, entitled "Filing of Proposals for State Participation,. has been
eliminated. The site review provisions are not triggered until an area has
been approved by the President for characterization and a request for con-
sultation Is submitted In writing to the NRC by either the State or an
affected Indian tribe. Consultation Is defined as keeping the parties
informed of the Director's views on the progress of site characterization;
review of applicable NRC regulations, procedures, and schedules; and cooper-
ation in developing State proposals for participation In licensing reviews.

Old section 60.63, entitled "approval of Proposals," has been eliminated. A
new section, entitled Participation In License Reviews,' has been substi-
tuted. Participation in licensing reviews is defined by the rules of prac-
tice before the NRC provided In 10 CFI Part 2 (Subpart G). States and
affected Indian tribes may submit proposals to the Director of the NRC for
participation in the review of site characterization plans or license appli-
cations. The State or tribe may also request meetings with the NRC regard-
ing any such proposal. The NRC may then, subject to the availability of
funds, approve all or part of the proposal. To be approved, proposed acti-
vities must be suitable in light of the type and magnitude of potential
Impacts, must enhance communications between the NRC and the state, must
make a timely and effective contribution to the review, and must be author-
ized bylaw.

Old section 60.64, entitled "Participation by Indian Tribes,6 has been elim-
inated. as Indian participation has now been Incorporated In the various
sections dealing with State participation. A section entitled wNotice to
States has been substituted. This section provides that the Governor and
legislature of a State may jointly designate a person or entity to receive
Information and notification from the NRC oan their behalf.

Old section 60.65, entitled "Coordination," has also been eliminated. This
section allowed the Director of the NRC to take Into account the desira-
bility of avoiding duplication of effort La acting upon multiple participa-
tion proposals. However, the Nuclear Waste Policy Act now specifically
grants participation rights to the States and affected Indian tribes, and
Indian participation, for example, cannot be foreclosed even though a pro-
posal for State participation has been submitted. Thus, the old section is
no longer applicable. Old section 60.65 Is now titled "Representation," and
It requires any person or entity acting in a representative capacity for a
tribe or a State to submit a basis for such authority upon request by the
NRC.
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